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Faculty Avoids Voting
on GSA-Military Issue
could discriminate without prior
by Gail Johnston
registration of that discriminatory
News Editor
Amidst rumors of a student rally policy with the OCC.
Speaking against the proposed
outside and the presence of televi¬
sion camera crews in the hall, the amendment History Instructor Steve
faculty recessed their Monday meet¬ Hochstadt pointed out that the
ing without voting on the proposal amendment would not add anything
to ban organizations that discrimi¬ to current OCC policy except to let
nate on the basis of sexual prefer¬ companies discriminate.
After the amendment to the pro¬
ence from the Office of Career
posal was voted down, discussion
Counseling (OCC).
The faculty meeting will recon¬ returned to the original proposal
vene on Monday to consider the with Dean of the Faculty Carl
proposal submitted by Associate Straub stating his “deep concern
Professor of English Anne Lee. about any vote of the faculty which
Lee’s proposal is a non-binding seems to advance any moral issue”
faculty recommendation that the by excluding people from campus.
Straub said that “I favor, I think,
college add the words sexual prefer¬
ence to the already existing OCC no waiver. Students on the eve of
waiver that reassures the college that graduation should have a choice of
organization recruiting at the OCC varied organizations” to interview
STANDBY FOR SPRING... The past week has brought some much-needed warm weather to the Lewistondo not discriminate on the basis of with. Earlier in the meeting PresiAuburn area; just in time for finals. Student photo by Scarpaci.
race, color, national origin, religion,
(Continued on Page 4)
sex, marital or parental status, age
Meeting Nearly Two Hours Long
or handicap.
Discussii .i of the amendment
lasted for an hour and a half and was
described by an unidentified source,
by Julie Vallone
faculty meeting within, and forming was to “affirm support for a faculty because I would hope that the
Senior Reporter
quoted in Tuesday’s Lewiston Sun,
the main concern of the students vote in favor of the addition of the faculty held the same values that 1
Armed with signs proclaiming outside was whether or not a sexual
as “hearty.”
clause.”
think are important.”
There was an unsuccessful equal rights and freedom of choice, a preference clause should be included
Kohler said that, from speaking
When asked what they would do
attempt made by . Director of the group of about -twenty students in the Equal Employment Opportu¬
with several members of the faculty, if the faculty voted against the
Computing Center Gordon Wilcox stood in the Pettigrew foyer, nities disclaimer of the college.
he got the sense that they would sup¬ clause, the students replied that they
to amend the proposal so that it patiently awaiting the faculty’s deci¬
Chris Kohler ’85 explained that port the clause. Any conflicts, he would “walk away quietly.”
would read that no organization sion. The issue being debated at the the purpose of the students’ actions
added, would probably be a result of
“I think that human beings as
“some mislogic of the legislation.
individuals have a right to their own
“There are a lot of serious value lifestyles, as long as they don’t
judgements that come to each indi¬ infringe on others," said Becky
ment, and the Affirmative Action college student is socially conserva¬ vidual mind, such as whether the Jones ’85, “As a college, our purpose
by Bill Walsh
tive” and “also becoming politically college should take a stand on this is to give everyone an equal
Program.
' '
Staff Reporter
Cattan’s opening comments indi¬ conservative,” he indicated that he issue or not. We all believe that every opportunity.”
In the ultra-conservative manner cated that he wished to deal primar¬ felt that the faculty and administra¬ individual should have equal access
Joel Page ’84 added that he saw
for which he is noted, William Cat- ily with the issue of the conservative tion of colleges and universities bear to college facilities, no matter what
the
demonstration as “an enhance¬
race,
creed,
color,
sex,
or
sexual
tan, editor-in-chief of the controver¬ movement on the college campus the major fault of liberalism. He said
ment
out of belief in freedom of cho¬
preference.
That’s
why
we’re
here
that
this
is
reflected
in
the
fact
that
sial Dartmouth Review, expressed rather than with the Dartmouth
ice. We’re simply putting this into
his and his newspaper’s opinions Review. In this vein, he contended much of the opposition to the now.”
Various signs carried slogans such action, rather than words, because
Monday night on such issues as the that “Liberalism is dead, but for Review comes from the faculty and
as
“2, 4, 6, 8... Let us not discrimi¬ sometimes actions speak louder
“essential” criteria of a liberal arts some years to come we will still have administration at Dartmouth rather
nate!”
and “Let’s lead in civil rights!” than words.”
than
the
students.
the
liberals
to
deal
with.”
education, women’s and black stud¬
At 6:05, the meeting finally
This political liberalism, he went Television cameramen and reporters
While stating that “the average
ies courses, the Solomon Amend¬
on to say, is also manifested in the stood amongst the students, asking adjourned and the word was passed
women and black studies courses questions and filming the activities. that the vote had been tabled until
The faculty meeting had been in ses¬ next Monday night. Phil Crawford,
which he terms “victim studies.”
co-coordinator of the Gay Straight
The problem with women and sion for longer than usual.
“I’m very curious to find Out how Alliance, asserted that “the only
black studies, he claimed, is that they
are “political, not academic entities.” the faculty will vote on this thing,” opposition came from the adminis¬
said John Shaka ’85, “If they vote tration” who “pulled Robert’s Rules
(Continued on Page 4)
against it, I will be disappointed, of Order out” and delayed the effort.

Students Rally Outside while Faculty Considers Gay Rights

Cattan Raises Eyebrows with Views

Carignan May Close Milliken House

Dartmouth Review editor William Cattan spoke Monday night to a
largely liberal, yet attentive, audience. Student photo by Kimball.

by Derek Anderson
News Editor
Last night Dean of the College
James W. Carignan called a brief
dorm meeting at Milliken House, and
issued an ultimatum to the all-male
residence, concerning alcohol con¬
sumption and dorm damage.
An anonymous source, who was
present during the meeting, quoted
Carignan as saying, “I’m going to
offer you a deal. Either you accept
the deal or the house closes. There
will be no social use of alcohol. No
beer will be allowed in the lounge
and the keg goes.
“In addition, one educational
event on alcohol must be held during
short term. If any of these conditions
are broken at any time, the dormitory
will be closed within 24 hours.”
When contacted, Carignan veri¬

fied that the meeting took place, but
refused to give any details about the
meeting, or confirm exactly what he
said to the group.
Carignan’s action is a result of a
large dorm damage bill, which one
resident estimated to be between
$600 and $700.
According to the anonymous
source, Carignan continued, “We
have tried to relate to dormitories
without this type of relationship, but
we are not going to be standing on the
edge of a precipice for the next six
weeks, with your degrees hanging in
the balance. We did not blow it folks,
you did.”
Milliken will only be able to host
social events under specific condi¬
tions. All parties will have to be
negotiated with the dean’s office.
“The amount of alcohol will be

within what we, not you, deem the
bounds of social drinking,” Carig¬
nan reportedly said.
If Milliken residents accept Carig¬
nan’s deal, they are to select four
students to meet with Carignan on
Monday to work out the details.
Comments from residents suggest
that the house will accept the dean’s
ultimatum, to keep the house open
during short term.
One resident said, “Carignan told
us that dorm damage has gotten out
of hand. He was reasonable in his
demands. We want to keep the Jiouse
open.”
Another resident said, “Carignan
has warned the house a few times
before, but he’s definitely serious
this time. They are going to leave it
up to us as to whether it closes or not.
I hope it stays open.”
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Americans Prepare for First Walk in Space in Nine Years
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(UP1)—The first American spacewalkers in nine years, ghostly figures
in bulky white pressure suits, entered
shuttle Challenger’s airlock Thurs¬
day for a trailblazing venture into
their ship’s open cargo bay.
The planned 3 1 / 2-hour walk by
astronauts Story Musgrave and
Donald Peterson was designed to
test equipment and techniques
future shuttle crews will use to fix
broken satellites in orbit and, in an
emergency, to save their lives.
Musgrave and Peterson, eager to
step into the vacuum of space,
donned their 250-pound spacesuits,
each emblazoned with an American
flag on the left shoulder, about 15
minutes early in preparation for the
scheduled 4:10 p.m. EST start of the
adventure.
Musgrave’s suit had red bands
above the knees and a red mark on
the backpack to distinguish him
from Peterson.
Challenger pilots Paul Weitz and
Karol Bobko, assigned to keep tabs
on the operation from inside the
space freighter, helped the spacewalkers check out their suits and
radios.
“Fantastic!” exclaimed Musgrave,
the foremost astronaut expert on
spacesuits, when all systems worked
well.

He and Peterson were set to travel
the 60-foot length of Challenger’s
cargo bay, attached to 50-foot safety
tethers, and to test repair tools rang¬
ing from a chest-pack work station
to a winch that would be used to
close a shuttle’s broken cargo bay
doors so the craft could return to
Earth.
The spacewalk was the last big job
in Challenger’s maiden flight. Ear¬
lier, the astronauts launched the
world’s largest, most costly com¬
munications satellite and proved
their new ship could perform in orbit
like a veteran.
Before venturing outside, Mus¬
grave and Peterson spent 3>-l/2
hours locked inside their spacesuits
and breathing pure oxygen to flush
the nitrogen from their blood, a
measure designed to keep them from
suffering the bends in the lower pres¬
sure of the suits.
A color telecast from Challenger
during the oxygen-breathing period
showed them hooked by their suit
backpacks to opposite sides of the
tunnel-shaped airlock. They hung,
weightless, like ghostly balloon
scarecrows with arms outspread.
At $2 million apiece, the spacesuits are the most complex ever
built, similar in many respects to
small one-man spacecraft with builtin food and water supplies, pressuri¬

zation, cooling, radios and urine
collection systems.
They have never before been used
in a spacewalk.
The final checkout was critical,
and went smoothly.
Its outcome stood in sharp con¬
trast to a similar operation during
the last shuttle mission in Novem¬
ber, when would-be spacewalkers
Joseph Allen and William Lenoir
discovered fan motor and pressure
regulator problems that kept them
from going out.
The suits aboard Challenger are
the same ones that Lenoir and Allen
carried, but they have been thor¬
oughly reconditioned. NASA offi¬
cials said the fan motors were
replaced, the pressure regulators
were redesigned and extra preflight
tests were devised.
In addition, a spare suit was put
aboard the shuttle. Musgrave and
Peterson gave all three suits a preli¬
minary test before the spacewalk
day.
“I think it’s a real tribute to how
much we’ve learned during previous
flights (by shuttle Columbia). Rock¬
well (the shuttle’s manufacturer) is
learning how to build them, and
KSC (the Kennedy Space Center) is
learning how to test and launch
them, and we’re learning how to
operate them.”

Dateline: Lewiston
_compiled by Jamie Merisotis, staff reporter_

Judge Dismisses Assault Charges
ASSAULT CHARGES against a
Lewiston police officer were dis¬
missed Tuesday because of viola¬
tions of pretrial rules by the state,
according to Judge Robert Clifford.
Officer Roland Martin had been
charged with assaulting a Lewiston
man during a 1981 arrest and was
identified by 4 witnesses in the pret¬
rial investigation. The rules viola¬
tions were related to the witness
identifications.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY
Deputy Sheriff Stephen Briggs was
filed this week by county commis¬

sioners after he refused to sign an
employer/training agreement. The
split decision vote was a ratification
of a telephone vote of commission¬
ers made on March 21.
THE CITY OF AUBURN will
have $1 million in additional prop¬
erty to tax this year after the results
of a property inspection conducted
last year were revealed this week.
The reevaluation upgraded the value
of many homes in different areas of
the city, with additional tax revenues
of about $21,000 resulting from it.

PHYSICALLY FIT welfare
recipients will be required to work
for their city benefits in Lewiston
after the City Council approved its
workfare program Tuesday. The
program, scheduled to begin in 30
days, requires welfare recipients to
perform janitorial and maintenance
jobs for the city before receiving aid.
THE CITY COUNCIL also
approved the proposed budget for
the downtown district for 1983-84.
The new budget calls for $76,000 to
be raised through a surtax.

World News Capsules
compiled by Jamie Merisotis, staff reporter

Nutting Nominated for Promotion
LT. GENERAL WALLACE
NUTTING has been nominated by
President Reagan for promotion to
the rank of full general and , for a
position as commander in chief of
the Readiness Command at MacDill Air Force Base in Florida.
Defense Secretary Casper Wein¬
berger announced the nomination
late last week. Nutting, 54, is cur¬
rently commander in chief of the
Army Southern Command in
Panama. His daughter Sally, a
senior, attends the college.
INTERIOR
SECRETARY
James Watt has disallowed rock
music to be a part of this year’s
Fourth of July celebration on the
M all in Washington. W att, who is in
charge of the National Park Service
which orchestrates the Fourth of
July celebration, will offer such lead
entertainers as the Army Blues Band
and Wayne Newton instead. The
celebration! according to Watt, has
attracted “the wrong element” in the
past-referring to drinking and drug
taking youths.
THE $5 MILLION bail set for
auto tycoon John De Lorean will

not be changed, according to a Los
Angeles judge. The judge refused
both prosecution and defense
requests to change the bail because
neither side could prove its conflict¬
ing claims about De Lorean’s finan¬
cial status.
AN EARTHQUAKE which
rocked a northern section of Indone¬
sia Tuesday injured 40 people, none
critically. Food and medical supplies
have been flown to the hardest hit
area of Band Aceh.
WEST GERMAN peace marches
protesting the NATO deployment of
nuclear weapons in Western Europe
drew 500,(300 people, organizers of
the protests said. The largest march
occurred in Dortmund, where over
125,000 people are claimed to have
participated.
THE FRENCH GOVERN¬
MENT expelled 47 Soviet citizens
this week, accusing them of spying
on scientific and military secrets.
The expulsion was personally engi¬
neered by French President Fran¬
cois Mitterrand. The Soviets are
expected to retaliate soon by expell¬
ing French diplomats in Moscow.

PRIME MINISTER of Zim¬
babwe Robert Mugabe criticized
church leaders for their sermonizing
against governmental activities in
Matabeleland. Church officials have
charged the military with killing,
beating, and raping innocent vic¬
tims. Mugabe said the church must
adjust to the new campaign, and
that the “dissidents” killed have
harmed hundreds of innocent
people.
THE BIGGEST CASH robbery
in British history was successful
Monday, netting $10.5 million for
the robbers. The theft occurred at
the headquarters of Security
Express, a London firm known
locally as “Fort Knox”. The 6 men
celebrated their heist by leaving
empty wine bottles in the lobby.
THE SECOND CIRCUIT U.S.
Court of Appeals upheld the convic¬
tion of Senator Harrison Williams,
sentenced to 3 years in prison for
participation in the Abscam scan¬
dal. The New Jersey democrat has
been out on appeal since January 16,
1982.

Officials on the ground said the
$100 million communications satel¬
lite launched by Challenger, which
went into the wrong orbit because of
a rocket failure, had an unexplained
rotational control problem.
George Harris of Spacecom, the
company that owns the comsat, said
the craft was under control. But he
said the start of a six-day maneuver
to nudge the craft into the proper
orbit, originally planned for Sun¬
day, would be delayed for several

days.
Challenger’s astronauts all ap¬
peared in good health. There was no
indication why Weitz requested a
private conversation Wednesday
with the flight surgeon in mission
control, normally a sign of illness
aboard.
Musgrave appeared particularly
peppy despite the after-hours efforts
he put in during the first three days
of flight to assure the spacesuits were
ready.

Warsaw Pact Ministers
Call For Nuclear Freeze
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia (UPI) ing the preservation of the military
—The foreign ministers of the com¬ strategic balance at ever lower lev¬
munist Warsaw Pact alliance said els,” the communique said.
U.S. plans to deploy 572 new
Thursday they supported elimina¬
tion of all nuclear weapons from Pershing-2 and cruise missiles in
Europe and a general arms reduc¬ Europe could have “a dangerous
tion, including shelving of NATO impact on the situation in Europe”
plans to deploy U.S. medium-range and increase the dangers of war, the
missiles.
communique said.
“The Warsaw Treaty members
A final communique after a twoday closed-door ministerial session, have confirmed that they strive for
which focused particularly on “the Europe to be completely rid of
nuclear arms race on the European nuclear weapons, medium-range as
continent,” also repeated the War¬ well as tactical ones, and that they
saw Pact leaders’ January summit are ready to help achieve this solu¬
meeting proposal for a non¬ tion,” it said.
aggression treaty with the West.
The seven ministers, including
The communique made no men¬ Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
tion of President Reagan’s interim Gromyko, repeated the summit call
arms control proposal, which sug¬ .for a non-aggression pact, and urged
gested a smaller deployment of NATO countries to “take a con¬
Pershing-2 and cruise medium- structive stand on the conclusion of
range missiles if the Soviets disman¬ such a treaty.”
tle some of their comparable
They said “forces of peace are at
weapons.
(his time stronger than the forces of
war,” but averting the danger of
The communique said the prob¬ nuclear war depended on “coopera¬
lem of stopping the nuclear arms tion, cohesion and purposeful
race in Europe has become “more action.
topical and urgent because the
“It is the duty of all states to helps
Soviet-American talks on the limita¬ halt the present dangerous develop¬
tion of nuclear weapons in Europe ment of events, to return to the pol¬
have so far made no progress.
icy of detente and cooperation, to
“The question of medium-range solve the urgent tasks of limiting and
nuclear missiles in Europe must be reducing armament, nuclear arma¬
solved in a manner excluding the ment in particular, and to secure a
deployment of new American peaceful solution of conflict situa¬
medium-range missiles, and secur¬ tions,” the communique said.

Jordan’s Hussein Welcomes
New Arab Summit
AMMAN, Jordan (UPI)—Jor¬ night “my heart breaks at the specta¬
dan ’s King Hussein Thursday wel¬ cle of an American president beg¬
comed a new Arab summit, agreeing ging King Hussein while winking
to attend and urging decisive action over at the arch-murderer (Yasser)
on President Reagan’s proposal that Arafat,” Israel Radio said.
he be given a key role in working out
Ben-Meir, speaking in Jerusalem,
a Middle East peace pact, Radio was referring to Reagan’s recent
Jordan said.
phone call to Hussein urging him to
Palestine Liberation Organiza¬ join peace talks.
Egyptian President Hosni Mu¬
tion chief Yasser Arafat chaired
meetings in Kuwait on the summit. barak, in Tokyo after visits to China
Members of A1 Fatah’s central and and North Korea, sent an “urgent
the PLO’s executive committees message” to Reagan on the Middle
attended the talks.
East peace negotiations. Mubarak
“The aim of the meetings is to also sent an envoy carrying a mes¬
draw a strategy for the coming stage, sage to Hussein.
particularly adopting a stand
Mubarak did not give any details
regarding the possibility of authoriz¬ on the content of either message,
ing King Hussein to join the Middle and there was no immediate com¬
East peace process based on Presi¬ ment from Washington.
dent Reagan’s plan,” a Palestinian
Israel and Lebanon meeting in the
official said.
northern Israeli town of Kiryat
Hussein, who recently met with Shmona agreed to double the
Arafat, said the April 16 Arab sum¬ number of their 3-month-old weekly
mit in Fez, M orocco, should be held talks to arrange a withdrawal of
only if the Arabs could agree on dee- 30,000 Israeli, 40,000 Syrian and
ive action, Radio Jordan said.
10,000 Palestinian troops from
Hussein has been urgingArafat to Lebanon.
-ve him support to negotiate a
U.S. spokesman Arthur Berger
'.ace settlement on the basis of Rea¬ said the session was “constructive”
m’s Sept. 1 initiative, c alling for the and negotiators would meet Mon¬
eation of a Jordan: -supervised days and Tuesdays in the Israeli
Palestinian entity on th <Vest Bank. resort town ofNetanya and Wednes¬
Israel’s Deputy For ;n Minister days and Thursdays in the Beirut
ehuda Ben-Meir sa,a Wedneday suburb of Khalde.
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Special Report

Lewiston, Bates and Booze:
Bar Owners Cracking Down— Students Upset
by Derek Anderson
News Editor
A group of four students, most of
whom are of age, walk down to
Steckino’s Restaurant and Lounge
to take advantage of the popular
happy hour. They order a round of
drinks, and then are joined by a few
other friends.
When the whole group attempts
to order a second round, all the
members of the group are asked for
IDs; the minors, who were drinking
non-alcoholic beverages, are asked
to leave.
One junior in the group stated,
"We were put in an embarrassing
position. The attitude of the waitress
was that we were doing something
wrong or illegal. It's almost as if they
don’t like our business."
Upon hearing such complaints,
questions seem waiting to be asked.
Is this experience a commonplace
occurance? Are Batesies frequently
hassled when they go out drinking?
Do the local bars and restaurants
actually want the business of Bates
students? How does the “bar scene”
fit into the overall Lewiston-Bates
relationship?
The complaints, particularly

Vangeli indicated that this had
always been the policy ofSteckino’s,
but admitted that “we are enforcing
it more. The state liquor inspectors
are in town, and we just can’t afford
to risk serving minors.”
Vangeli said however, that he
wanted to keep the Bates business.
“We enjoy the Bates kids, and have
never had any problems with them.
You are our bread and butter on
Friday nights. We have a good rela¬
tionship, and there always has
been,” he said.
Other bar owners said that they
too were being forced to crack down
on the problem of serving minors.
George Rawson, owner of the
Blue Goose Tavern, said that the
enforcement arm of the Maine State
Liquor Commission is putting a
large amount of pressure on bars
throughout the state to tighten up on
serving minors.
The pressure is being applied
because Governor Joseph Brennan
is in favor of phasing out the Liquor
Commission, and putting the
responsibility for enforcing alcohol
laws on local police departments, to
give each community more auton¬
omy in dealing with the issue.
As a result, the State Liquor Com-

Steckino’s owner Carlo Vangeli takes a tough stand on students
underage drinking in his establishment.
against Steckino’s continue to
mount. A sophomore woman said,
“Recently I was there when the wai¬
tress refused to accept an out-ofstate ID, and we were asked to leave.
“I’ve been there lots of times
before and haven’t had any prob¬
lem. There isn’t any consistency in
their policy. I haven’t been back
there since this happened.”
To insure that Bates students
would be served, one sophomore
suggested that students call ahead to
find out what “the restaurant’s pol¬
icy of the day is, along with the soup
and quiche of the day.”
In response to these complaints,
Carlo Vangeli, co-owner of Stecki¬
no’s, outlined the restaurant’s alco¬
hol policy. “If you’re not 20 years
old, you’re not going to stay. It’s as
simple as that.”
He added, “The state will only
accept the official state ID cards as
proof of age. For students however,
we only require two ID’s—the Bates
ID, and a out-of-state ID. We have
to protect our license, and so the law
must be enforced.”
Concerning the status of non alco¬
holic drinking minors, Vangeli said,
“We can’t affort to have people tak¬
ing up a seat, drinking Coke. All
minors will be asked to leave the
lounge.”

missioners are on a mission “which
is the next thing to a witch hunt, to
justify their jobs. They are trying to
nail people to the wall,” Rawson
said.
A Lewiston Police Department
lieutenant said that he would be in
favor of Brennan’s plan, because
“there is already a duplication of
effort” in many cases. He stresses
however that “the polite would have
to be given additional powers” to be
effective, because the State Liquor
Commission currently has broader
enforcement rights, especially in¬
volving searching private clubs and
cars.
“The Governor is trying to get the
State out of the liquor enforcement
business, in order to save the taxpay¬
ers money.” If the transfer of this
responsibility is made, “it will not
handicap us in any way. We will be
able to enforce the laws properly, if
we are given the additional powers,”
the lieutenant said.
John Pearce, owner of The Cage,
stressed the economic factor of serv¬
ing minors. “It’s a question of
money, not of direct pressure. The
fines for selling alcohol to minors are
high enough to put you out of busi¬
ness. Therefore, I try to encourage
the help to check ID’s. It’s just an
attempt to cut down on the number

Mam

Inpv

WC m
j tir-r—t
According to Goose owner George Rawson, the students that can’t handle their alcohol end up flunking out
of school, anyway. All Student photos this page by Scarpaci.
who come to the Goose. They are
On overall Bates-Lewiston rela¬
courteous, and interesting. People tions, Rawson said, “This town is
get along very well here because it’s a always hurting, even when the rest of
repeat business type of situation, the country is doing well. The poeple
where those who feel comfortable who live here, view Bates in a partic¬
here, come back,” Rawson said.
ular mold in which everyone from
He continued, “Hostility is not Bates comes from wealthy back¬
allowed here. If people come in and grounds. There is resentment, but
cause trouble, I make it a point that there is also an attitude problem.”
they don’t come back, because I
don’t need that kind of problem.
It seems then that although bar
There are many people who just owners like, and want to keep, Bates
aren’t allowed to drink here,” he students coming to their establish¬
said.
ments, they are, because of outside
Rawson added that he had had pressures, cracking down on the
few problems with Bates students drinking of minors, by enforcing
over the years. “Those students who their drinking policies more strictly.
“We have to have this policy can’t handle their alcohol, can’t han¬
because of what can happen,” dle school either, and so are weeded
In addition, it appears that locals
Pearce said. “Just two weeks ago, out. We’ve had very little vandalism
for example, we kicked a group of or other problems. The reason, I and students seem to be able to toler¬
Batesies out who were under age, think, is that the students who come ate one another in an interesting co¬
and ten minutes later, the State to the Goose, like it here, and so they existence at local bars. Still, they
Liquor Commissioners paid us a aren’t going to trash the place,” he admit that resentment exists on both
sides.
visit. The whole thing is like playing said.
with fire, but if students get chased
out, it’s for a good reason.”
Of the Bates crowd, Pearce said,
“I don’t mind the Batesies, but I
don’t go out of my way to encourage
them either. The people that I’ll pick
up as customers, are the people who
like it here. I basically like to have a
mixture of Batesies and locals.
“The Goose is considered a
Batesie bar by townies. I don’t try to
make The Cage a Batesie bar or a
townie bar,” Pearce said.
He added that he felt that there
was some resentment between the
college and the community, but that
it was nothing new. “Lewiston is a
poor mill town. The locals see the
college and its students as being rich.
There is a general resentment on
both sides, but that’s the way it’s
always been,” Pearce said.
Concerning vandalism, he said,
“We haven’t had any serious prob¬
lems recently, although I’m sure that
there are as many of my 16 ounce
glasses in Bates dorm rooms, as I
currently own.” Pearce said that he
spent $150 to $200 a month replac¬
ing stolen glasses. “It’s a problem,
but it’s part of the business, I guess,”
he said.
Rawson, whose business is mostly
based on Bates students, expressed
The Cage’s owner, John Pearce, doesn’t particularly encourage Bates
similar feeling towards his clientele.
“I like the majority of the students students to frequent his bar.

of minors who drink,” he said.
Pearce said that the crackdown
on minors by the Liquor Commis¬
sion was a result of the new drunk
driving law and a recent car accident
in Portland, in which intoxicated
teenagers hit and killed a family.
In terms of The Cage’s alcohol
policy, Pearce said that minors will
be asked to leave after 8 or 9 p.m.,
which is after most people have fin¬
ished eating dinner. “If minors are
allowed, someone is going to slip
them a drink, and then there’s a
chance they will be caught, and I will
be fined,” he said.
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Student Editors Appointed
The Executive Board ofThe Bates
Student announced the appoint¬
ment of its editor-in-chief and assist¬
ant editor for the 1983-84 academic
year.
Gail Johnston, a junior from Lon¬
donderry, New Hampshire was
chosen to serve as editor-in-chief.
Jamie Merisotis, a freshman from
Manchester, Connecticut will as¬
sume the assistant editorship.
Johnston, a sociology major and
currently news editor, has worked
for the Student since 1980 as well as
a host of other student organiza¬
tions. She has served as a co¬

Faculty to Reconvene
(Continued from Page 1)
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Conservative Paper Ranks on Faculty
The Manchester (New Hamp¬
shire) Union Leader imposed its
conservative editorial style on the
Bates faculty in a March 14 cartoon.
The cartoon made light of the fact
that faculty members joined stu¬
dents in protesting against the pres¬
ence of marine recruiters at the
Office of Career Counseling on
March 2.

The cartoon also commented on
Smith College faculty members who
joined protestors who forced the col¬
lege to withdraw its invitation of the
U.S. Ambassador to the United
Nations Jeane Kirkpatrick.
The cartoon concluded: “We
should put the faculties of the two
colleges on a diet that would give
them some guts, build up their back¬

bone and then send them to some
school of hard knocks this summer
for a course in common sense.”
Members of the Bates faculty are
currently considering a proposal to
deny access to the college to recruit¬
ers that discriminate on the basis of
sexual preference. The faculty will
vote on Monday whether or not to
endorse the proposal-

dent T. Hedley Reynolds had said
that one of the actions being consid¬
ered by the trustees is the elimination
of the waiver altogether.
Responding to that Elizabeth
Tobin, history instructor, said that
“if the trustees are thinking about
eliminating the waiver,” the faculty
should vote for the proposal to re¬
emphasize the faculties commitment
both to the waiver and to a policy of
non-discrimination.
Assistant Professor of Music
James Parakilas said that if the
faculty did not vote for the proposal
it would prove that the college is not
“firmly opposed” to discrimination

Dartmouth Review Editor Raises Cain Monday
(Continued from Page 1)
He pointed to the enrollment statis¬
tics in the three women studies
courses at Dartmouth, the most
populated at 22 students and the
least with three students, arid con¬
tended that these courses are simply
being kept alive by the administra¬
tion without support from the
students.
He claimed women studies espe¬
cially, is “struggling to give itself
validity” and that as “children of the
radical Separatist Movement” of the
late sixties, it is now dying.
Cattan similarly asked why
courses in black studies are neces¬
sary “Why should this information
be covered separately if is is covered
in other departments? Can blacks
only teach blacks?” he pondered.
Cattan wanted to make the point
clear that he is not against black and
women’s studies, but that the liberal
arts college is not the appropriate
place for them to exist. He went on
to say that women’s studies in a lib¬
eral arts education is Tike looking
down the wrong end of a telescope.
To have the studies of other courses
have any meaning, you have to
know where you are right now,” he
claimed.
It was at this point when he
wanted to make clear the “essential”
criteria for a liberal arts education.
He said that students “have no
real idea what a liberal arts educa¬
tion is supposed to do.” In his eva¬
luation, “It should enable us to
realize where we are (intellectually)
and what we are doing here.”
Primarily for this reason, but also
because it would be “an interesting
thing to talk about,” Cattan sug¬
gested a revised college curriculum
in which a course in western civiliza¬
tion would be mandatory.
Cattan said he was appalled that a
student could receive a B.A. from
Dartmouth without ever having
read Dante, Shakespeare or Homer.
As a result, his proposed course
would trace the history of western
civilization and use these and other
classical authors throughout.

He suggested that women’s stud¬
ies could be incorporated in this pro¬
cess, showing the role of women in
Shakespeare’s works, for instance.
This course would, in his opinion
provide “the best that has ever been
written and thought” to achieve a
sense of “the universal and the
sacred.”
In this way, Cattan commented,
women and blacks could be studied
in “an intellectual capacity” rather
than an emotional one.
He further suggested that, in his
opinion, the unwarranted funds that
Dartmouth is currently putting into
black and women’s studies courses
should be redistributed to courses
that lend themselves to a liberal arts
education. He pointed out that he
was simply “offering priorities of
choices of where funding should
go.”
Cattan emphasized that he and
the Review assume the roll of “offer¬
ing priorities of choices,” while
admittedly they are the conservative
choices. In this role, he explained, it
is his job to give the conservative
stand on issues on the Darmouth
campus.
To indicate the support and fol¬
lowing that the Review enjoys, he
related a story written earlier in the
year labeling specific professors as
either “good or bad.” That semester,
he boasted, there was a “substantial
increase” in those courses whose
professors were labeled “good” and
a decrease in those courses with pro¬
fessors bearing a “bad” label.
This was done, Cattan explained,
because he felt that science profes¬
sors tend to be conservative while
humanities professors tend to be lib¬
eral. As a result, students are “bom¬
barded” primarily by liberal view¬
points.
In response to questions concern¬
ing the Solomon Ammendment, he
was equally against the Affirmative
Action Program. “This program,”
he said, “takes about two percent of
the blacks out of the ghetto and
attempts” to educate them. He
stressed that he felt this attempt was
not necessarily successful and stan¬

coordinator of the Forum on
Human Awareness, has served on
the Representative Assembly and
has served on a variety of commit¬
tees at the college.
Merisotis has done freelance writ¬
ing for The Phi Kappa Phi Journal
and Jam To-Day, as well as review
work for the Manchester Evening
Herald. He currently is a news writer
for the Student.
The two will assume their duties
immediately after graduation. The
pair will be selecting department edi¬
tors in the next few weeks and will
select staff writers in the fall.

dards were sometimes lowered “to
move students through.”
While Cattan entirely supports
“color- and race-blind admissions,”
he believes that Affirmative Action
should be dismantled and the money
should be put into the inner city
schools “so students can compete
with their peers.”
Cattan received a very mixed
review from the audience with
applause and comments overwhelm¬
ingly for and against him. He ans¬
wered all questions posed to him,
continually mixing humor into his
respnses and even humorously
acknowledging the presense of two
members of the Gay-Straight
Alliance (GSA) who donned tee-

shirts bearing the word “FAG” in
large, bold letters for the occasion.
While his practice of blending edi¬
torial remarks into his reporting is
certainly not unbiased, Cattan
claimed that “the style is deliberately
provocative.”
“Diversity,” he went on to say,
“has nothing to do with the quality
of a newspaper.” He stressed the def¬
inite need for “an articulate conser¬
vative newspaper at every college.”
Cattan alledged that college news¬
papers “take themselves too
seriously” and for that reason can¬
not “deal with satire.” He stressed
that he and the Review are simply
fulfilling this need at Dartmouth.
Cattan’s appearance was spon¬
sored by the Politics Club.

based on sexual preference as the
trustees had affirmed in June.
Agreeing with Parakilas, English
Professor John Tagliabue said that
the faculty was under “no delusion
that we can legislate hypocracy out
of existence,” meaning that compan¬
ies who do discriminate might very
well still sign the waiver, but “we
should state our policy.”
Straub then suggested the forma¬
tion of an ad-hoc committee to
study the proposal more closely, but
Assistant Professor of English San¬
ford Freedman objected. “Post¬
ponement would be a mistake. Our
students need to hear from us. They
are in need of guidance. There are
elements of homophobia on this
campus, and it will take a degree of
courage to make the ethical deci¬
sion. To vote yes is to vote
courageously.”
Straub objected strongly to
Freedman’s statements by counter¬
ing that it is “not just an issue of
homophobia but also an issue about
the nature of a college.”
Professor of Sociology Sawyer
Sylvester questioned whether or not
there were other ways that moral
stands can be taken without exclud¬
ing people from the campus. “What
about the students who do not share
our morals?” he queried.
Other business to be conducted at
next Monday’s faculty meeting
include elections to faculty commit¬
tees and reports from some of those
committees.

GOOD NEWS
What is The Salvation Army?

Wholesome recreation for
men, women and children.

Rehabilitation for alcoholics
and drug addicts.
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Two Bates Women Try Their
Luck in Boston Marathon
by Jeanne Brown
Sports Editor
The Boston Marathon. It’s a 26
mile, 385-yard test of strength,
endurance, and sheer determina¬
tion.
And, on April 18 thousands of
runners will once again flock to
Hopkinton, Massachusetts to com¬
pete in the 87th annual Boston
Marathon.
Senior Tracy Dolan and junior
Liz Salvo will be among the many
faces present at the starting line with
hopes of completing the marathon.
Both Dolan and Salvo boast an
interesting and successful history of
athletic prowess. Dolan has partici¬
pated in both field hockey and track
at the high school and college levels.
Salvo’s athletic experience en¬
compasses every form of racing
competition, from both indoor and
outdoor track to cross country, and
finally, to a commitment to running
at an individual level over the last
several years.
Although both women have dem¬
onstrated exceptional athletic ability
in the past, their decision to run the
marathon came as a rather spon¬
taneous revelation.
“It just happened,” Salvo ex¬
plained. “It’s sopiething I’ve always
wanted to do and one night Tracy
and I were just sitting around and
started talking about the Boston
Marathon.”
“We made a pact to run it,” Dolan
explained. Both Dolan’s father and
brothers have competed in a variety
of marathons over the past seven
years. Dolan herself has jogged bits
and pieces of the lengthy course
along side her father during the race.
“I’ve been greatly encouraged by
my family,” Dolan remarked.
Both women plan to begin the
race together and will try to remain
side-by-side for the duration.
Dolan’s father and older brother are
both officially qualified to run this
year’s marathon and Mr. Dolan will
stay with both women in the earlier
stages of the race.
“We’ll need people at all points of

the race for psychological support
and if one of us decides to drop out,
we won’t hold the other person
back,” stated Dolan.
Salvo and Dolan have been train¬
ing hard for the event with Salvo
logging in an intense 12 weeks of
preparation while Dolan’s training
began at the end of the fall field
hockey season. Dolan has covered a
maximum of 70 miles in a single
week but claims “it’s hard to get all
that mileage in. The weather’s been
bad and then there’s always the aca¬
demic work!”
Although the women have been
following their own training pro¬
gram, they’ve received much advice
and support from coaches and
trainers.
“We’ve also received lots of sup¬
port from professors, family, and
friends. People know about our
training that I didn’t even tell,”
Salvo said.
She continued, “Our families and
friends have also really encouraged
us and backed us all the way. It’s
really a big help. And now, with

everyone knowing about it, we’re
really committed to running the
marathon.”
Neither runner has been plagued
by any serious injuries throughout
the training period although Salvo
suffered from some severe foot blis¬
ters at the commencement of her
training.
In addition, both Dolan and
Salvo appear to have quite an
optimistic outlook on the race.
“We feel really good about the
race in general. We also feel pretty
well prepared for the hills. After
training for them up here with all the
hills in the area, I think we’ll really be
ready for the heart break hill,”
Dolan speculated.
The goals which both women
have set are to finish the race in an
average of approximately eight min¬
utes per mile.
After the marathon, both Dolan
and Salvo expect to continue their
running regimen although Salvo
plans to “definitely cut back on my
weekly mileage... at least for the
summer, anyway!”

MOVIN’ ON, Liz Salvo ’84 and Tracy Dolan ’83 train for the 87th
annual Boston Marathon. Student photo by Scarpaci.

Taking a Break from Sports
Nine days left until our van
departs from Holden, Massachu¬
setts, for Florida. I’m currently sub¬
merged in the caffeine of final
exams; yet Florida is still my fore¬
most stimulant. Believe me, profes¬
sor. I’m trying to concentrate on
your final. It’s just that...
Eight of us are heading south
together. Three juniors and five
seniors. Three Pierce House boys
and five JBers. Three Celtic fans,
two Boston Bruin admirers, two
Dallas Cowboys and a Red Sox
booster.
All eight of us thrive on the Globe
sports section. I’ll admit it. Sports
occupy a tremendous portion of my
existence. Let’s see now. What can I
do in Florida?
First I could visit as many spring
training camps as possible. I’ve
always wanted to see where the

major leaguers spend the month of
March.
Then I could travel to Miami and
visit the Orange Bowl. Great names
have left their cleat marks on that
field. Larry Csonka, Manny Fer¬
nandez and Earl Morrill come to
mind. And let’s not forget Paul Warfield and Jake Scott.

Dave
on Sports
by David Brenner, staff reporter

Next, 1 could drive to Tampa Bay
and catch a USFL game with the
hometown Bandits. I could even
talk to the people of Tampa and find
out who they prefer to support, the
Bandits or the NFL Buccaneers.
Everyday I could buy the local
newspaper to see if the Celts have

reached high gear in their drive
toward the league title and to see if
Herschel Walker has exploded .for
200 yards in a game and to see which
college basketball underclassmen
have chosen to leave school early.
I could do all of these things; but I
won’t. Ten years from now will I
really care about spring training?
Will I even remember Csonka and
Warfield? Will I care if the people of
Tampa liked the Bucs better than
the Bandits?
And will I even recall that Sam
Perkins left North Carolina after his
junior season? Maybe, but probably
not.
Sports should exist; but they
should not dominate. My 10 day
, vacation in Florida will be a 10 day
escape from athletics.
I’ll tell jokes in the van with
friends. I’ll stop in Atlantic City and

win money at the blackjack table.
But so what if I lose?
I’ll sleep on the beaches. I’ll burn
on the beaches. I’ll visit Disneyworld, a visit I’ve been anticipating
for 16 years.
I'll tell people that Bates is a small
school in Lewiston, Maine, a small
state north of Massachusetts. I’ll
return home with stories, but no
money.
Then it’s back to Bates for Short
Term. I’ll lace up the leather “Cons”
again and play some ball. I’ll play
softball at Rand Field. I’ll root for
the Celtics in the play-offs. I’ll sit
down with my pen and write my
column.
And I’ll forever cherish The Bos¬
ton Globe. Athletics will again
occupy much of my time. Never,
however, will I forget my trip to
Florida free from sports._

Rugby Men and Women Split
Opening Doubleheader
by Douglas Campbell
Staff Reporter
The men’s and women’s Rugby
teams had their first double-header
in the history of Rugby last Satur¬
day. In front of a large crowd, the
women battled a tough University of
Maine at Orono B team, losing to
them by the score of 14-4. The men
played Maine Maritime and the A
game won 6-4, while the B game tied
4-4.
Tough aggressive play character¬
ized the women’s game. The women
fell short to their opponents because
the new team still lacked some of the
skills that come with experience.
As Betsy Allen, one of the teams'
key players pointed out, “We’ve had
to practice in the cage up until a
week before the game. It was much
more difficult being out on a full
field.” It was only the women’s sec¬
ond game, and their first this spring.
U.M.O. scored early on a mishap

by the Bates goal-line. The lead was
increased on another fine run by a
U.M.O. player and the extra points
afterwards.
With only a few minutes left in the
first half the Bates scrum moved the
U.M.O. scrum into the U.M.O. goal
and then fell on the ball for the score.
At half-time U.M.O. held a 10-4
lead. The score remained the same
until U.M.O. added a final score late
in the second half.
The play of the Bates women was
impressive. Outstanding efforts were
put in by Denise Barton from her
fullback position, Jane Casey from
one of the back positions, and the
whole scrum unit which included
Priscilla Spencer, Betsy Allen, and
Sarah Jameson.
For Short Term the women
already have several games planned.
From April 30-May 1 they will be
playing in the Colby Tournament.
On May 7th they have a game sched¬

uled at Bowdoin, and the following
week, on the 14th, they finish their
season by playing the Portland
Women’s Club, in Portland. If you
are still looking to do something dif¬
ferent this Short Term, sign up for
Women’s Rugby. It’s not tcO late.
In an exciting matchup, the men’s
Rugby team slipped by Maine Maratime 6-4. Despite missing a few key
players, the Bobcats were able to
play with intensity through the
entire game.
Bates scored first following a long
drive deep into Maine’s side of the
field.
The drive was highlighted by a ten
yard run by Steve McGuirck who
brought it for the score. Captain
Dave Cooke set up some good runs
all game with his precision passing.
Dave Liegeot, John Taverna, and
Jay Cleary were key players in the
scrum, while Loin Walker, and
Michael Cooper did most running.
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Bobcat Women Open Softball Season
by P.J. Levin

Staff Reporter
Despite a disappointing loss in its
opening game against MIT with a
score of 2-1. Bates women’s softball
team is a team to watch. The poten¬
tial for success is largely due to an
abundance of talent.
This weekend’s game was the
Bobcats’ first appearance outdoors

which proved to be a disadvantage.
Bates had a total of six hits, sopho¬
more Georgeanne Ebersold had a
pair, junior Sandy Beal had one sin¬
gle and a double, while freshman
Joanne Stevens had a hit along with
senior Janet Bursaw.
The pitching was performed by
both sophomore Betsy Whitman
and Beal who pitched five innings

Men’s Track
Opens with Victory
by Rich Liburdi

Staff Reporter
The Bobcat trackmen opened
their outdoor season impressively
last Saturday at Fitchburg State
College. The depth of the Bates team
was evident in the 116-47 victory in
which Bates took first place in 12
events, second place in 16 events,
and third in six events.
Junior John Raitt won the
hammer throw with a distance of
136' 1", and the shot-put with a
throw of 34714". Senior Tri-captain
Steve Ryan won the javelin with a
throw of 198'!/$" and also took sec¬
ond in the discus. Bates’ Dan Burns
won the discus event with a throw of
121'2".
Bates’ jumpers were as dominant
as the weight men in their events.
Junior Dave Donahue and Bill
Duffy took first and second place,
respectively, in the triple jump. Paul
Slovenski and Duffy took first and
second place in the long jump.
The high jump was all Bates with
Donahue first at a height of 6'4",
senior tri-captain Dan Watson sec¬
ond and Dave Belcher third. The

Bobcats also swept the pole vault,
with Scott Reina first, Adam Frary
second, and Watson third.
Senior tri-captain Brian House
sprinted to a first place finish in the
400-meter run with a time of 51.5
seconds. Todd O’Brien placed sec¬
ond in the 100 meter dash with a
time of 22.6 seconds. John MacPhee
took second place in the 110 meter
hurdles, in 15.7 seconds.
The Bobcats also dominated the
middle and long distance races.
Bates’ sweep of the 1500 meters
included Jamie Goodberlet at 4:06,
Mike Fanning with a time of 4:14.9,
and Adrian Bishop. Goodberlet and
Fanning also took first and second
place respectively in the 800 meters.
Junior Brian Palmer finished first
in the 5000-meters in 16:03.7, fol¬
lowed by Joe Zaia and Tony
Zydlewski for another Bates sweep.
Freshman Peter Gluck, running
in the 3000-meter steeplechase for
the first time, took second place in
that event.
The Bobcats will be at Fitchburg
State again for their next meet, to
compete against Tufts, Colby,
Amherst, and Fitchburg tomorrow.

and one inning, respectively.
MIPs first run was a result of a
close play at homeplate. Ebersold
threw to sophomore catcher Leanne
Belmont. The umpire, on a judge¬
ment call, called the MIT player
safe. MIT’s second score was pro¬
duced through unfortunate errors
on the part of the Bobcats.
The Bobcat run came at the top of
the seventh inning. Freshman talent
Jane Spadorcia was hit by a pitch
and was awarded a walk to first
base. Beal then hit a double to rightfield, bringing Spadorica home.
Despite the comeback effort by
Bates, MIT held the rally down.
The Bobcat’s will travel to Bowdoin tomorrow for their next game.
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Women’s softball prepares for another season with constant practice.

Kutrubes and Davidson
Nanted Linkhokn Scholar Athletes
Soccer player Doria Kutrubes of
Lexington, Massachusetts, and
football and lacrosse player Neal
Davidson of Sudbury, Massachu¬
setts, have been named winners of
the annual Milton L. Lindholm
Scholar-Athlete Award at Bates
College.
The award, named for the col¬
lege’s longtime dean of admissions,
is presented every year to the Bates
senior man and woman who best
combine academic skill with athletic
success. The honored students are
those with at least two athletic letters
who have the highest grade-point
average.

with a 3.63 grade average. She has
won two letters as a back on the
women’s soccer team, which she
helped raise from club to varsity sta¬
tus three years ago. In addition, she
is active in the Geology Club and
Bates Christian Fellowship.
She is the daughter of Athena and
Leo Kutrubes of (4 Bond Rd.,)
Lexington.
Davidson, who graduated from
Lincoln-Sudbury Regional High
School, is an economics major with
a 3.81 grade average. Winner of four
letters in lacrosse and three in foot¬
ball, he has twice been elected an
Academic All-American in football
and in 1982 was the first Bates ath¬
lete ever named a first-team Aca¬

demic All-American.
He is thf son of Janet and David
Davidson of (75 Wake Robin Rd.,)
Sudbury.
First presented in 1976, the Lind¬
holm Award is sponsored by the
College Club, a service organization
of Bates alumni. It was named for
Bates’ dean emeritus of admissions,
himself a noted student-athlete at
the liberal arts college. Dean Lind¬
holm presented the 1983 awards to
Kutrubes and Davidson at a recent
luncheon. Also in attendance were
Robert W. Hatch, director of athlet¬
ics; Webster L. Harrison, head
coach of football and men’s lacrosse;
and Diane Boettcher, head coach of
women’s soccer.

Kutrubes, a graduate of Lexing¬
ton H igh School, is a geology major

Bobcat Baseball Off to Tough Start
by John Cullen

Staff Reporter
Today Bates will travel to Wor¬
cester Polytechnical Institute for the
start of a three game road trip. In
addition the Bobcats will play a Sat¬
urday doubleheader against N ichols
College, a team Bates swept last
year.
Bates opened its season last week¬
end with three losses, a 9-5 decision
at the hands' of Massachusetts Mari¬
time and an 11-1,8-1 doubleheader
sweep by Southeastern Massachu¬
setts University. The Bobcats pitch¬
ing could do nothing to stop an
extremely good hitting SMU club.
In the first game of the twinbill,
the Corsairs jumped on sophomore
John Anderson for seven hits,
including two homeruns, and six
runs in less than two innings of
work.

By the end of the game SMU had
pounded out fifteen hits, with eight
of the nine starters getting at least
one hit.
While SMU was having no prob¬
lem getting hits, freshman Dave
H urley was holding the Bobcats to
just two hits all game, one each by
newcomers Dave Segal and John
Rozen.
Game two of the doubleheader
was much more of a struggle than
the 8-1 score indicated. Through
three innings SMU had a slim 2-1
lead. Jay Spinale pitched quite well
for Bates but his wildness hurt him.
A single, two walks, and a hit bats¬
man scored SMU’s first run and a
walk, hit batsman, wild pitch, and
sacrifice fly accounted for their lead.
Spinale, who only gave up two
earned runs, continued to pitch well

into the fifth when disaster struck.
After retiring the first two hitters,
an error kept SMU’s inning alive.
Outfield confusion and a few hits
lead to five SMU runs and their sub¬
sequent victory.
Bates’ Pete M rowka’s third inning
single drove in Dave Campbell for
the Bobcats only run. Along with six
errors in the doubleheader,Bates
was hurt by several outfield
misjudgements.
Earlier in the week Bates lost their
opener to Massachusetts Maritime.
Steve Whetstone pitched a good
game despite wind gusts up to 35
mph. Also playing well was fresh¬
man Tom Mourkas who had two
hits and three RBI’s.
Despite the early losses, Bates
looks strong this year. With 24
games to go there is plenty of time
for victories.
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Honor Code Forum Uncovers Quips with Proposal
by Julie Vallone

Senior Reporter
Varying opinions and perspec¬
tives pertaining to the proposed
honor code were voiced again last
Wednesday night, as the Educa¬
tional Policy Committee (EPC)
staged a second forum on the issue.
At the onset of the meeting,
Assistant Professor of Physics Gene
Clough related his past experiences
at California Institute of Technol¬
ogy, where an honor code “had been
in operation for years.” Clough
described the climate at the school as
“fantastic.”
“No one ever questioned that
anyone would do anything to take
advantage of another member of the
community,” said Clough, “Infrac¬
tions were very rare. Everyone was
just really proud and defensive of the
system.”
Clough added that he was not
necessarily promoting the code, but
was “just describing what I think
was a neat experience.”
When asked by committee
members whether the entire commu¬
nity was involved in the honor sys¬
tem, Clough responded that
although professors respected stu¬
dents’ rights, they did not participate
in the board. He added that the
honor board consisted primarily an
elective group of upper class
students.
Concerning examination proce¬
dures at the school, Clough said that
“faculty members were forbidden to
be in the room when students were
taking a test. The students were just
expected to report any infractions.”
Much of the discussion centered
on the role and construction of the
proposed Honor Board, made up of
six students and six faculty
members, who would hear and
decide upon cases of alleged
infraction.

Michael Kenyon ’84 questioned
the practice of having all Honor
Board applicants screened by the
Committees and then presenting
only ten of them as candidates to be
voted on by the student body.
“If you really want student
involvement, you should let the stu¬
dent body vote on all 40 applicants,”
he said.
EPC member Doug MacLeod
explained that one reason for the
screening was “to eliminate popular¬
ity contests.”
“People often put down their
friends names as a joke,” said
MacLeod. “The committee feels that
it’s important to present a group of
people who have serious intentions
of running.”
“If we want to elect a body of
jokers, then we should have that
right,” Kenyon responded, “I don’t
thing we should be limited. By exer¬
cising your judgement, you’re taking
away from student autonomy.”
Fred Turkington, president of the
Representative Assembly (RA),
then explained that the process of
allowing the student body to vote on
all applicants would be too compli¬
cated and time-consuming. The pro¬
posed system, he added, would
allow the student body to incorpo¬
rate a large number of candidates in
their consideration, but at the same
time, vote on a select group.
EPC member Bruce Perry then
informed that the system being pro¬
posed was not much different from
the system already in existence.
“It’s important to look at what the
system is like now and what we’ve
done to change it,” he said. “Too
much of a change might give it too
much of a radical nature.”
Kenyon then expressed dissatis¬
faction with the Honor Board’s pro¬
posed tenure system, saying that it
would hinder diversity within the

group. In response, committee
member Simantha Costello ex¬
plained that a certain level of conti¬
nuity was important in order for the
board to function effectively.
Other members said that in situa¬
tions where all students on such a
board were inexperienced, the
faculty would have a tendency to
dominate.
John Moshay ’85, brought up the
issue of allowing a student to choose
his Honor Board from a larger
number of candidates, in the same
manner as defendents in a court of
law are allowed to choose their jury.
“What’s wrong with giving the
accused some say in the way that the
board is set up?” Moshay asked. “A
person should be tried by a group of
people with whom he thinks he has
the best chance.”
Colleen Quint of the EPC
explained that by allowing the
accused to choose his Honor Board
from a larger body of students and

by Betsy Allen

Staff Reporter
“By removing the anxiety, they
remove the cut-throat competition,”
said Dr. Gordon Kaye, of Albany
Medical College, about medical
schools in the U.S. today.
Dr. Kaye spoke at a Medical Arts
luncheon seminar last Wednesday.
“There is an increased likelihood of
entering political science, philoso¬
phy and other non-science majors,”
Kaye continued.
According to Kaye, the tendency
among medical schools toward
reduction of their academic stan¬
dards stems from an overall decrease

in 1967, however the college’s
endowment has increased from
eight million to twenty three million
dollars. For its small endowment,
the college does the utmost to
increase its resources, using every
available avenue to solicit money for
the college.
Last year four million dollars of
the money raised for the “Capita!
Campaign” went to the College’s
endowment.
The endowment is not a static fig¬
ure, it has the capacity to be enlarged
with the help of the college alumni
and development offices, both of
which do their utmost to insure the
solicitation.

Computer Music Show Entertaining
and Informative
(Continued from Page 8)
caused by that music which we don’t
see, but rather feel. In the case of this
production, the music is ‘seen’ as
well as heard.
And now about that music...
W ords are very hard to find that
give justice to the music that Worthy
wrote. Suffice to say, it wasn’t‘Jour¬
ney’, but rather, it was like looking at
something living; by virtue of sight
and sound, you could feel the com¬
position come alive: it breathed and
lived!
As the pulse would build, so
would the movement on the screen.

The light would start to take form
and shape itself into something
dimensional and lifelike. A change
in the frequency, and the mirage
would change, the mural would
move on to another sequence. As
you have probably figured out by
now, this show was out therein
Worthy had the whole audience
mesmerised into watching the sound
and listening to the light. Time took
a shape, dimension, and as the
audience sat, anesthetized, the
bouncing lights formed illusions
from which shapes and real-life
images would form according to

Costello said that after the student
vote was tabulated, the code would
be re-examined and changes would
be made, if necessary.
“We’ve given you something to
think about,” she added. “The stu¬
dents will have input.”

and Cut-Throat Competition

Reynolds Gives Insight on Bates Endowment
reason cited was suggested as histor¬
ical, as Bates has always been a col¬
lege from which many graduate to
become teachers or ministers, pro¬
fessions which do not yield high
incomes.
Bates was established by a Baptist
minister in 1855 for the purposes of
educating rural school-children.
There was no increase in its endow¬
ment during the 19th century until
the arrival of President Gray.
A comparatively young college,
Bates does not have a solid founda¬
tion of financial suppliers from
which to build, in comparison to a
Harvard or Yale University.
Since President Reynold’s arrival

because he would be trusting in
other students not to cheat. “If I do
happen to see someone cheating
though,” he added, “I would feel that
it was my responsibility to say
something.”
“Personally, I would love to see it
work,” said Any Blackadar’84, “but
what I’ve seen here is a fair amount
of cheating, and I think there will be
many violations.”
Other issues discussed at the form
included the process of implement¬
ing the code, the procedure by which
a professor could administer an
exam, and the practice of signing an
honesty pledge at the end of every
formal academic exercise.

Getting into Med School: The Anxiety

Has Increased 15 Million Since 1967

by Mary Couillard
Senior Reporter
In the March 23 issue of the
Chronicle of Higher Education, a
fact-file published the endowments
of 194 colleges as of June 30, 1982.
Bates placed in the 108th spot with
$22,200,000, in the 1982 year.
This disturbingly low figure
prompted an investigation into the
endowment at Bates, and the rea¬
sons for its low position in relation
to colleges and universities of its
caliber.
President of the College T. Hedley Reynolds briefly explained some
conjectures as to the existing finan¬
ces for the endowment. The main

faculty was very different from
allowing a defendent to choose his
jury, in that Honor Board members
would likely be familar with the case
before it is presented.
Costello spoke of the Honor
Board policy wherein any member
with a personal bias would be asked
to remove himself from the case. If
the accused perceived a particular
bias in a Board member, he could
take measures to have that member
removed from the case.
Moshay then questioned whether
such practices as having unproctored exams would truly enhance
academic performance.
“When I’m taking an exam, I’ll
feel the pressure of the responsibility
to watch out for other people cheat¬
ing. I think that’s a distraction. It
should be the professors job to
watch out for that,” he said.
EPC member Dan Macdonald
disagreed, saying he himself would
feel less pressure in such a situation,

each individuals sense of time and
space, and what the music told
them.

It is worthy (no pun intended) to
note that Worthy got High Honors
for his thesis (he had his exam
directly after the show). Indications
from the audience were in accord
with that judgement. Worthy pres¬
ented a thesis that at one point was
informative, but at the same time,
never lost the ability to entertain and
hold ‘.he audiences minds in its
niirat rical and pulsing grasp.
—John Marsden

in the number of applicants.
“1974 and ’75 were the peak
years,” he said. “During that time,
there wre three applicants for every
one place. Usually one was not qual¬
ified, and two were. The non¬
qualified pool hasn’t decreased that
much; the qualified pool has. Last
year, there were only about 1.8 stu¬
dents for every one opening.”
Kaye described the process for
determining students’ acceptance:
“At Albany, the applications are
first sorted by computer into three
groups or pools, based on MCAT
scores and GPAs. The cutoff points
we use are for pool one, a GPA of
3.2; for pool two, 3.0; for pool three,
2.6. This data determines the order
to invite students for interviews.
“However, the decision to inter¬
view is not made by machines. Even
if someone is screened out by
machines, they may be invited. We
handscreen every interview.”
Kay emphasized that though
important, high MCAT and GPAs
are not all that is noticed in an
application.
The essay is the one chance you
have to say something about your¬
self to catch someone's eye,” Kaye
commented, “Let’s it be known
whether something unusual has
affected the path you’ve chosen... It
is your way to give people an under¬
standing of yourself.”
Similarly, the interview is an
important expression of individual¬
ity for the applicant. “If you’ve got
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something differnet about your
application, be able to talk about it.”
Kaye stated.
Kaye noted that the interview is
an expression of knowledge of medi¬
cal fields as well. “Practice if you can
with other students that have been to
in to interviews... You will be asked
certain standard questions: ‘War
there anyone who was an influence
on your decision to enter medicine,’
‘Why are you interested in medicine’
and ‘Why do you want to study it at
our school’ are all typical questions.
It is important to be able to speak
with some knowledge about the
major issues in medicine.”
The emphasis on having a well
rounded academic background,
instead of having fulfilled certain
science requirements, reflects the
necessity of a medical student to
have a strong general background
and an ability to study.
The emphasis on science courses
in pre-medical studies is less impor¬
tant than being able to read well, and
handle large amounts of work in a
short amount of time. In that
respect, since they are generally very
rigorous, science courses are good.
As was stated in a recent Harvard
Medical School commencement, in
medical school, you will learn about
10,000 new words each year. Since
1,500 new words are considered
necessary to be fluent in a foriegn
language, each year in medical
school students are asked the equiv¬
alent of being fluent in about 7 dif¬
ferent foreign languages.”

403 Sabattus Street

Lewiston
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TAKE OUT SERVICE
Mon.-Sat. 11 am-9 pm
Beer-Wine-Cocktails
Seafood-Onion Rings
Clam Cakes-Steak
Chicken in a Basket
Sandwiches
EASY WALKING DISTANCE FROM BATES
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Noted Dancers to Come to Bates for Summer Festival

bv Diane Wylie
Staff Reporter

Bates students are not the only
ones who use campus facilities.
During past summers debaters,
alumni and elder hostel groups have
enjoyed the facilities as well.
This year a new group will be
added to the list of summer resi¬
dents. The first Bates Dance festival
will begin June 12 and continue for
three weeks. It will feature five noted
dancers and a dance critic who will
serve as faculty and guest artists for
interested students, teachers and
choreographers.
Marcy. Plavin, artistic director of
the Bates Modern Dance Co., Frank
Wicks, a noted manager and pro¬
ducer in the performing arts, and
Bates senior Sharon Saltzgiver are
coordinating the festival. The festi¬
val program will feature daily classes
in such areas as classical ballet, jazz,
musical-comedy dancing, improvi¬
sation, composition, movement
analysis and dance history and
criticism.
The Festival faculty will include
David Gordon, a performance artist
who co-founded the Judson Dance
Theatre (an avante-garde movement
of the 60s) and who was a member of
the James Waring and Yvonne Ranler Companies. He is now with his
own David Gordon Pick Up Co.,
and will conduct a workshop in
improvisation composition.
Tiary Chryst. who appeared on
Broadway in Bob Fosses’ "Dancin”
and in “Milk and Honey” with
Molly Picon, is another Festival
faculty member.

Monica Morris (bottom) of the Paul Taylor Dance Company will be
teaching and performing at the 1983 Bates Dance Festival this
summer.
Monica Morris, a principal
dancer with the Paul Taylor Com¬
pany has toured exclusively since
her debut in 1972. She has appeared
in roles created especially for her in
Public Broadcasting Service’s (PBS)
"Great Performances” series. Morris
will teach classes in modern dance
technique.

Christine Sarry is often called one
of America’s leading Ballerinas. She
is a frequent performer on television,
and has featured in the “Eliot Field
Ballet’s Dance in America” program
for Public Broadcasting. Sarry will
lead classes in classical Ballet.
Bates graduate < Suzunne Levy
(’76) is a dance historian and critic

The Outsiders Hits Home
on making a sort of stream of con¬

The Outsiders, directed hy Fran¬
cis Ford Coppola. Starring C.
Thomas Howell Ralph Macchio,
Matt Dillon, and Diane lane.
Rated PC. Now playing at Northwood Twin Cinema, Lewiston.
Everyone remembers how it was
in high school. The cliques, the trou¬
ble, the gangs. It seemed like every¬
one had to belong to a group, and if
you happened to belong to the
wrong one, you were Out. It was so
important, at the age of 16, to be In.
The Outsiders, based on S.E.Hin¬
ton’s novel of the same name, is the
story of the Greasers and the Socs,
and their conflicts. Conflicts that
seem to go with the territory.
The film centers around three
boys Pony boy Curtis, Johnny, and
their older, more experienced friend
Dal. The movie opens as the boys
are “hanging out” waiting for dark,
so they can sneak into the drive-in,
where Beach Blanket Bingo is play¬
ing. The time is the early sixties,
when leather jackets and cheerlead¬
ers were the style.
At the drive-in, Dal, played con¬
vincingly by teen star Matt Dillon,
has a run in with Diane Lane, who is
very good as the cheerleader Cherry,
the pretty, girl-next-door type. Ponyboy and Johnny step in, and Dal
leaves in a rage.
Through the next scenes the
viewer is filled in on all the necessary
background. Ponyboy’s parents are
dead, and he lives with his two older
brothers, with the fear of being put
into a boy’s home hanging over his
head. Johnny’s parents don’t care
about him at all, and he was recently
badly beaten up by a Soc. Dal, is a

young man hardened by a hard life,
who cares for no one and has no one
to care for him.
The Soc boys that Diane Lane is
with become incensed that she is
with Greasers, and they follow Ponyboy and Johnny to a park, where a
fight breaks out. In the ensuing
struggle a boy is killed, and Ponyboy
and Johnny must run away.
It is while they are hiding that we
are made aware of the depth of these
boys’ friendship. They give to each
other what the rest of the world has
denied them, and it is a touching
relationship.
The events that follow document
how occasionally one must grow up
faster than is deserved, and leave
childhood behind sooner than one is
ready to. Ponyboy, played by new¬
comer C. Thomas Howell, learns the
hard way that is is much easier to
conform than to try and be different.
The storyline of the film is inten¬
sely moving, and the act by the
young cast is exceptional. Howell is
very good as the central character of
the film, and shows great promise.
Ralph Macchio, as Johnny, is by far
the best actor in the whole film, who,
with his sad eyes and young philoso¬
phy, relates the movie’s true message
with extreme clarity.
Matt Dillon is exceptional as the
young tough Dal, but it seems that
he is forming a pattern of playing
characters of this type, and perhaps
should be careful not to become
stuck in a rut.
The movie itself is flawed, how¬
ever, and the blame seems to rqgt
entirely on the director’s shoulders.
Francis Ford Coppola seems intent

sciousness film, leaping from scene
to scene and symbol to symbol,
often leaving the viewer lost in the
dust. Perhaps if Mr. Coppola could
leave his One From the Heart motif
behind, and return to the pointblank style of Apocalypse Now, his
films would be better received.
The Outsiders is a film one can
relate to, based on a book by an
author who has an uncanny ability
to hit home, and the acting alone
makes it worthwhile. It may not be
one of the year’s 10 best, but it is
definitely worth the price of a ticket.
Much more than most of the other
“films” playing in Lewiston.
—Lissa Bass

whose writings appear regularly in
“The Washington Post” and
“Washington Dance Review.” She
has taught dance history, research,
and writing and Laban Movement
Analysis at American University.
She will teach two courses, Laban
Movement analysis and dance in
America.
Jacques d’Ambosie, the special
guest artist who will conduct a week¬
end of master classes and lecture
demonstrations, has been the princi¬
pal dancer with the New York City
Ballet for 30 years. He has appeared
in films and on television, has con¬
ducted lecture demonstrations, and
is often a guest teacher at ballet
schools. d’Ambosie received an
honorary doctor of fine arts from
Bates in 1978.
Marcy Plavin and President of
the College T. Hedley Reynolds
have discussed the possibilities of a
dance festival for several years.
“This fall,” states Plavin, “we
decided definitely to make a shot at
it for this summer.”
The summer program is finan¬
cially independent of the college.
Students participating in the Festi¬
val must pay a tuition to cover
expenses.
Saltzgiver, a member of Bates’
modern dance company since her
freshman year, will be the assistant
director of the festival and the resi¬

Poetry Reading Leaves One
with Sense of Uniqueness
by Michelle Rowland
Staff Reporter
In a crowded Chase Hall Lounge,
XJ. Kennedy gave a memorable
poetry performance March 31. A
performance, because Kennedy did
more than just read his poems. With
liveliness and theatricality, he lived
them for the audience.
A friendly and unassuming poet,
he wondered at first “how much of
the truth to tell.” He revealed a lot.
From his memories of his youth at a
boy’s Catholic school he read “First
Confession," describing the priest’s
head in the confessional as “the uni¬
verse bowed down its cratered
dome."
His poem “Nude Descending a
Staircase” was an imagistic, dream-

Computer Music Show a
Multimedia Composition
It didn’t require a drug-induced
state in order to enjoy the Fantasy in
Eight Movements written by Ken
Worthy for his senior honors thesis.
The drug-induced state might have
helped to fully understand what
Worthy was trying to say, but on the
whole, the show was enough of a trip
to satisfy every type of individual in
the audience, which by the way,
filled Schaeffer Theatre.
Fantasy in Eight Movements is a
true computer generated ‘multime¬
dia’ composition. Comprising both
music and light, Worthy’s produc¬
tion was a fine example of what a
microcomputer (really a ‘home’
computer) and a little bit of imagina¬
tion and work can do.

dent coordinator of Parker, where
the students will be housed. Of the
festival she says, “The three-week
program will be really intense.”
Classes will begin at 8:30 a.m. and
go on till 6:15 p.m. with a break for
lunch. In the evenings the students
will be free to attend dance films,
choreograph their own dances, or
attend workshops conducted by the
teachers who they don’t have for
classes during the day.
The students will have full access
to all Bates facilities. There will be
events such as a lobster bake and
various other activities. Students
will be required to choose fourclasses
and can audit a fifth class.
Saltzgiver says, “We have
received alot of support from'the
President of the College and from
the administration. It will be really
good for Bates to have this summer
program with so many famous and
notable artists supporting and par¬
ticipating in it.” The directors hope
to have about fifty to sixty students
enrolled and they are looking for¬
ward to an exciting month. It is
hoped that the festival will become
an annual event.
(For application forms, bro¬
chures, class schedules, and addi¬
tional information, contact the
Bates Dance Festival, 303 Lane
Hall, Bates, or call 207-782-1730 or
784-2357.) .

like poem. “She silts in sunlight
down the stairs with nothing on.
Nor on her mind.” Kennedy gave an introductory
background to each of his poems,
revealing parts of his life to the
audience with humor. He also
explained why he writes in a vanish¬
ing form, the traditional rhyme and,
meter. “Rhyme and meter keep sug¬
gesting things that are better than
you can think of yourself,” he said.
His poem “Crossties” was full of
landscape imagery and described
him as looking for a train on “a track
where nothing travels now but rust
and grass.” He walks hearing distant
wails, seeing “a flock of clouds” and
feels “unreconciled to a dark void all
kindness.”
Kennedy writes poetry for chil¬
dren whom he says are a tough
audience because, “If they’re bored
they just get up and run around.”
His love of children is hauntingly
beautiful in “Little Elegy for a child
who skipped rope." In only eight
lines Kennedy catches the sad spirit
of a child’s death, “the whirring edge
of night” which exists in an “earth
whose circles round us skim till they
catch the lightest limb.”

The composition was produced
by first writing a program/composi¬
tion into the computer. Secondly,
the signal produced by the computer
is sent to an amplifier so that it can
be heard. Lastly, the signal is also
sent to a series of membranes
In the spirit of a good Irish pub
(drums) with reflective heads. Light, Kennedy concluded by singing two
which is shined onto these heads is songs. One, entitled Great Chain of
carried via a mirror and shined onto Being, described hierarchy as a
a screen. When the appropriate sig¬ chain “where the cruddiest of spar¬
nal (music) is sent to the drums, the rows glittered more than any pre¬
result is a pulsing or beating of the cious stone.”
membranes which is seen on the
screen.
Kennedy shared his poems in an
Worthy’s purpose in this compo¬ unpretentious style, bringing the
sition, besides the music, was to audience into his poetry to know
show the relationship between the and enjoy it. The reading left us with
music and the vibrations that are a feeling that “a uniqueness is, that
(Continued on page 7)
hasn’t been.”
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Reynoldswrap Making Plans
for Bates’ Transition to Camp

Cutdown and
Coughford
Take Vows

by Bobby
Staff Dingdong

by Fred Turkeyton
and Jeff Port-o-let
Conservative Cronies
Not often does a lasting relation¬
ship form in Chase Lounge.
That was the case, however, when
Will Cutdown, editor of The Dart¬
mouth Review, lectured at Bates this
past weekend. Before the lecture was
over, Pill Coughford, president of
the GSA, succeeded in getting a
commitment from Cutdown for a
rendezvous immediately after.
The two got together, and the
next morning the engagement was
announced.
The marriage took place yester¬
day in the Bates College Chapel in a
service performed by the Rev. Jerry
Falwell. Mary Daly delivered the
benediction. Holly Near provided
the entertainment.
After a reception held in the
Peakes Room, the couple went on to
honeymoon in Provincetown, Mas¬
sachusetts. They will be heading to
Newport, Rhode Island onTuesday.
Maid of Honor was Mugs Bolstein and bridesmaids were Bob Car¬
toon and Dina Sliver.

President T. Hadley Reynoldsw¬
rap announced today that the col¬
lege is now in the process of
changing over to a summer camp for
the coming months. The Lempoon
has obtained a partial list of faculty
assignments this summer.
Reynoldswrap will be camp direc¬
tor, which means that he can stay in
his office and think about how really
wonderful things are at camp. He
also offers small children candy so
that they will come to camp. At
times, he has been known to lead the
camp alma mater.
Dean James Cardigan wants to be
head counselor, and by God he shall
be. Dean Carl Strawberry says that
he should be head counselor, but
Strawberry often loses fights with
Cardigan.

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT—Will Cutdown with his new fiancee, Pill
Coughford. Lempoon photo by Clicker Lady.

News that You’ve Been Waiting to Hear
by No One Special
Staff Devil Dog
The girls over at Cheney House
celebrated the Pierce House men’s
floor hockey team victory over
Lewiston High yesterday by baking
them cookies. There were all kinds
of cookies—chocolate chip, oatmeal
and peanut butter to name a few.
“It was a spectacular event,” noted
Dean of the College James W. Car¬
digan. “Those girls whipped up a
great batch. The Home Ec Depart¬
ment at Bates certainly has come a
long way.”
Associate Dean of the College F.
Mama Celeste Branmuffin provided
the recipes for the cookies. “I got
them from my mother who got them
from her mother who got them from
her sister Theresa,” she commented
for a change.
The girls even brought a bunch
over to President T. Hedley Rey¬
noldswrap. “That was very thought¬
ful of them,” he said. “This is the
kind of activity we should promote

AntiHomosexual
NOTING THAT NONE OF
THE Lempoon's chief editors is
homosexual, Steve Hochstud, in¬
structor in hysterics, this week
charged that the newspaper is anti¬
homosexual. “Of course I don’t read
the paper,” argued Hochstud. “I
know it’s anti-homosexual from
what people tell me about the staff
box.”
One student, noting “I can proba¬
bly get an extension on my thesis,”
proposed organizing a Goldston
event around Hochstud’s off-thecuff remarks.
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on this campus. I’m glad The Bates
Lempoon is giving the event top
front page coverage.
“It certainly is much better than
that GSA trash that you’ve been
feeding us all year long. Maybe if we
send some cookies to alumni, they’ll
send more money.”

Becky Crunch, chairman of the
Cheney Girl Cooking Club, praised
the efforts of her group. She said,
“Oh, these girls are so wellmannered and lady-like. They’ll
make great wives. And they’ll be
able to say they learned it all at
Bates.”

Cardigan, as head counselor, will
make sure that all the little boys and
girls are good boys and girls. The
little campers won’t really know who
Strawberry is anyway, unless they
go to a Counselor’s Forum.
Strawberry likes those.

Steve Hockstud will teach frisbee
and anatomy; all about why little
boys have one, why little girls don’t,
and how it’s all so very unfair.
“The boys will get pink frisbees,
and the girls get blue ones,” he said.
Little Brian Lipshitz is already
signed up.
Teddy Walta will teach marathon
swimming, and may take a field trip
to Chappaquidic. Billie Huntskie
says he wants to go see the skid¬
marks, but riflery might be on that
day.
Woodsie Ward just wants to take
riflery. He doesn’t care about mara¬
thon swimming. Gerry Thumb is
really excited about his riflery pro¬
gram this year.
Stu Greenjeans wants to teach
writing, and to oversee the camp
newspaper. He’s sure that the paper
will be very good and always accu¬
rate, as does everybody at camp.
Except for counselor Hochstud, that
is.
Pill Coughord wants to take gay
activism, but he can’t find a counse¬
lor to teach it... he can’t even find
anybody to activate! He thinks he
might play football with his friends,
instead.

Bunts File for Divorce
It was rumored that the break-up
In Bates social news, J. Belly Bunt
III and Charlene Keepda-Bunt was over the naming of their first
announced plans for filing for born. J. Belly wanted Checkers and
Charley wanted Mohammed.
divorce in the Maine Court.

Port-o-let and Turkeyton
Form Nardssexual Group
by Brian Hangover
Anarchist
So as not to feel left out of abso¬
lutely anything that ever goes on at
Bates, Jeffrey Port-o-let and Fred
Turkeyton, the humpty-dumpty of
the liberal arts conservative move¬
ment, have formed a nardssexual
organization on campus.
“We think that we feel that we
shouldn’t have to hide our sexual
orientation any more,” Porter, who
is president of the Androscoggin
County chapter of the David Stockman Fan Club, whined. “Everyone’s
always saying I’m so high on myself.
Now I’m saying their right.”
“I love myself and don’t want to
deny it anymore,” Turkeyton said
while giving Port-o-let bunny-ears.
The group, which thus far has a
membership of two, has nonetheless
received strong financial backing
from the Representative Assembly.
The R.A. budget committee allo¬
cated over $ 10,000 forthemtousein
buying paper clips and tape
recorders and hardcover copies of
the entire works of Margaret
Heckler, secretary of Health and
Human Services.
When asked why the level of fund¬

ing wasso high, Port-o-let, the R.A.
budget committee chairman said,
“It’s the line-item budgeting. Every¬
thing was layed out perfectly clear.
The blacks and the girls on campus
who like to start groups could take a
lesson from us and make their
budgets neater.
“We’re going to save a lot of
money on speakers,” Turkeyton
added. “We don’t need anyone. We
iust like to hear ourselves talk.”

IN HAPPIER TIMES... the new not-so-happy couple is planning i
quick divorce. Lempoon photo by Mr. Rodgers.

CHEAP Says Yes to Donny and Marie
by Margaret Oreo
Artsy-Craftsy Type
The Chase Hall Committee
(CHEAP), bowing to allegations
that it does not provide name bands
to the campus, voted unanimously
to approve an appearance by
“Donny and Marie” in Fiske
Lounge Saturday night.
Rob Rabbittears, president of
CHEAP, praised the group’s efforts
in bringing the two American
delights to bates. “I’ve always loved
the duo,” he said. “Donny is so cute,
I hope they sing ‘I’m a Little Bit
Country.’”
Donny and Marie are currently

on a tour of the United States which
includes such stops as the Camden,
Maine Elementary School, Pinetree
Manor Convelescent Home in Lis¬
bon Falls and Oral Roberts School.
The effort by CHEAP to bring such
a name band should certainly bring
the group’s credibility way up on the
conservative Bates campus, or so
says Donny Osmond in an exclusive

Lempoon interview.
“Rob is having some trouble at
Bates,” added Donny. “I hope we
can bail him out. We’re so good, we
should, we should. Oh, I just love it
when I talk dirty.
“Bates is my favorite, favorite
place in the nation. I just hope they
take care of their gay problems so it
doesn’t tarnish the image.”

HOLIDAY in Southeast Maine?
Why not come to Bates? We’ve got everything
the damned Frogs have got plus you don’t have to
speak their foul language. “Bates. The place for
liberal intellectuals.’’

Bates Forum
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Just Pretend that You’re Funny
There’s really nothing funny to say in an
editorial. This is supposed to be the most
serious part of the paper, but often winds up
being the biggest joke.
We’ll continue in that vein.
You’re probably just reading to see who’s
getting burned. You’re probably wondering
about some sex scandel that the Lempoon will
unfold. And you’re probably looking for some
more of the very best in bathroom humor.
Well, we’ve got some for you, you perverted
bastard.
You have to participate in this though. Get
up off your chair and walk over to the mirror.
Look in it.

WMB

you’re unprepared for class. And suddenly
some student walks up to you and pulls your
pants down. Isn’t that funny?
Pretend you have a quiz on the entire text of
the honor code tomorrow morning. Aren’t
you tired?
Pretend you’re gay. Now you even look
good to yourself.
Now pretend that you haven’t gotten this
far in reading this editorial. Don’t you feel
lost?
Pretend that you kept up to date with your
reading all semester and the professor is con¬
vinced of it. Don’t you feel like an idiot?
Now, go sit down and finish the rest of the
paper. You’ve just been burned—you’re on
Now pretend you are the ugliest person at “Candid Camera” and you looked so stupid
Bates (now that’s hard). Isn’t it funny?
standing in front of that mirror. Now people
Now pretend that you are a professor and will get a chance to laugh at your expense.

■
__

u

Letters to the Editor
(Ed. Note- The following was
acquired by a Lempoon investiga¬
tive team after we broke into Dean
Hiss’ office. But don't tell anybody.)

Inmate Wants Mail

To the editor:
1 am a white, blond-haired, 25
year-old inmate that loves his
mother and has been very, very mis¬
understood all his life. (Sniff) I am
doing 30 years in Sing-Sing for steal¬
ing a loaf of bread for my 10 starv¬
ing, blond-haired children. (Sniff)
What I would like to know is if
you could see it in your heart to print
this letter in your next edition. 1 have
no money, but I would be glad to
pay you in 30 years.
I am looking for simple compan¬
ionship by mail. (Sniff) I have no
intention of playing on your sympa¬

I tell great jokes, have a great
body, and am loads of fun at parties.
I am being actively recruited as a
mud wrestler at Harvard.
Make me a bobcat, Bill! I can feel
the aching need growing inside me! I

Empty Space

My mother, a double amputee

thies by. asking for money to buy
Bibles or anything like that. And I
won’t ask you to marry me by phone
or anything.
And I do have blond hair. Really.
Chuck Manson
# 2497899
Sing-Sing, NY

Quote of the Week
When better women are made.
Lempoon men will make them.

Racist Joke
Q-What are the first three words
that a little Portugese child learns?
A-Attention K-Mart Shoppers.

Correction

_

My father, a French Canadian
black double emputee, attended
Bates and graduated in 1958. He was
president of the RA, and general
manager of the radio station. He
told me about the lovely college on
the hill, overlooking beautiful
Lewiston.

A DIFFERENT DRUM . .. Brian Lipschitz is pictured here
researching his latest letter to the editor. He thinks he has an idea, but
he’s not sure. Better take another hit, Brian. lampoon photo by
Mother Lipschitz.

can’t wait to experience the intellec¬
tual stimulation that so many of my
eskimo friends tell me about.
Maria von Delvecchio

.--

Dear Admissions Director:
I am currently a gay, black,
female, eskimo double amputee
interested in admission to Bates. I
love Bates, and it is my first choice
(Harvard second and Stanford
third).

from Yugoslavia, has a Chinese
father and a mother from the Bronx.
(How 1 became an eskimo I’ll never
know.) She never went to Bates, but
did have an affair with T. Hadley
Reynoldswrap during the time that
she worked as an entertainer at a
nightclub in Lewiston. 1 believe it’s
called “the Holly.”

II..N

Sympathetic Plea to Admissions Uncovered

In the last Lempoon, a front page photo showing two students in a
dormitory men’s room reported that the students were studying there
because there was a lack of carrel space in the library. Actually they
just had to go to the bathroom. We apologize for the error.

<•

The
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207-781-9340

April 1, 1983

Thank you for your letter of March 28.
We appreciate your
sincere interest in the newspaper, and in our coverage of the
Dean's forum on abortion.
However, we have no interest whatsoever in your crappy little
100 watt radio station.
We hate to burst your little pink bubble,
but radio has an entirely self-serving surface approach to
journalism.
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In conclusion, we have a bit of advice for you, Mr. Wol(something)
This isn t high school, my friend.
You're playing hard ball with
the big boys in the big leagues now.
So watch your step.
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And have a nice day!
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The -Lempoon Editorial Board
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,
°b, yes, we will certainly pass your note on to our successors.
We 11 have it framed, bronzed, and enlarged.
Of course, we will
want to have copies made for our own personal use in the years
to come.
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The truth is, your long wires, masking tape, and unpolite ruffian
engineers just get in the way, like Juicy Fruit on your shoe.
Why
don t you stick to "The Dead Kennedy's" and unprofessionalism?
They suit you better.
'
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Dear Brad Wol(something):
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Faculty Releases Student Evaluations
by George C. Fetter
Special to the Lempoon
Course evaluations seem like an
■excellent plan, and it seemed to me
that colleagues on the faculty might
similarly benefit from a published
rating of students returning in the
fall.
It should save much time grading
papers, create impressions inthe
minds of incoming faculty and thus
save them time in forming their own
judgements.
Further, as copies of this printed
survey are being distributed to all
corporations, graduate schools,
employment agencies and the gov¬
ernment, much interview time can
be saved.
These evaluations are based on
the questionnaires which the faculty
filled out earlier in the semester.
Obviously, there was not enough
time to get around to all of the
faculty, so the sample relies on a
group of older members who hap¬
pened to be attending Chapel one
Sunday night.
We are not bothering to print a
copy of the questionnaire in that the
statistical results are filtered through
the objective biases of those who, for
reasons best known to themselves,
volunteered to write the actual
descriptions.
Due to limits on our purse, we
could not evaluate all students. But
we did manage to rate six, which
should be a more than adequate
sample considering the homogeneity
of the student body.
We limited thie survey to present
freshmen and sophomores only, and
restricted evaluation to performance
in required and in non-major course.
We reasoned that by the tme they
got to the upper division offerings
we would know them all anyway,
and nobody would need guidelines
as to how they should be regarded.
We will, of course, remain anony¬
mous, in keeping with the high stan¬
dards of responsibility on the basis
of which we hope someday to win a
little more say-so in campus affairs.
Hairy Hangeron ’85—Hairybaby was a fair athlete in high
school, but he can’t quite hack it
here.
Having selected his preferred
image he hangs around with the
superstars of sport, basking in
reflected glory, and insuring his con¬
tinued place in the peer group by
keeping up his facade of disdain for
intellectual effort.
When Hairy and his buddies line
the back row the first day of class
and dare you to teach them some¬
thing you will know to what heights
of joy and stimulation our profes¬
sion can rise.
Hairy has a problem. Due to Dad¬
dy’s money he has never had to work
for anything. And in the schools he
attended they start the children eva¬
luating their courses in kinder¬
garten, so that after 13 years of this
the idea has unconsciously grown in
his mind that the effort and interest
should really be generated from the
other side of the lectum.
But if you are willing to put in
some hard work for low wages, you
might get him through with his
hook. A bit on the slippery side
(situation ethics), he sends to friends
at Brandeis for term papers, and
later he will take advantage of your
large courseloads by cleverly
paraphrasing sources for his thesis
knowing you haven’t the time to
check them out.
Hairy will come around in his
senior year with his 2.00 “cum”
beseeching you to get him into the

chip on his shoulder. He feels he
should really be at Harvard but gee
whillikers you guys, he was sick the
day he took the test. Has great diffi¬
culty facing the fact that he would be
at Harvard if he were really Harvard
material.
Barry dislikes disciplined syste¬
matic study, and rationalizes his dis¬
like by labelling facts and data
“irrelevant.” He figures that if he
stays in tune with the “Ground of his
Being” long enough, the distilled
wisdom on the ages will come to him
like a bolt from the blue and his long
lost identity will be handed to him
on a silver platter. Whereupon he
will burst from his room in an
ecstasy of commitment, chin up,
hand on heart, and ready for the
fray.
Barry is absent from class a lot
because he is so wrapped up in eva¬
luating courses that he hasn’t got
time to take them. A sensitive and
intelligent soul, he faces a rocky
future because the deep sure answers
are never going to come (because
there aren’t any).
Virginia Christian ’86—There is
something very Batsie about Miss
Christian. She is the daughter of a
preacher and her handwriting is
impeccable.
Discourages independent and
creative lecturing, and seems far
more at ease when you begin listing
points on the blackboard, whereu¬
pon she eagerly catches up her pen
Once entertained thoughts of the
and scribbles furiously on the page.
clergy, but after taking a class in
Has trouble in anthropology
anthropology has really come to
classes accepting the wife-lending
wonder if he can in good conscience
among the Eskimo and group mar¬
present himself to his flock as a sha¬
riages in Australia, but you can bet
man, knowing deep in his heart he is
her term paper will be on one of
merely mortal.
those subjects. Vaguely aware that
Barry is bent double by the large

Peace Corps, Vista, or a fifth rate
graduate school. Basically a likeable
chap, though.
Betty Bubblebust -86—Betty is a
sweet kid, the cheerleader type, and
depends on appearances for her
popularity.
Loves to throw it around out
there on the track where all can
watch, but knows she is perfectly
safe.
Pert and pretty, she perks up the
8:00 classes, but is not much for the
books. Lectures tend to go in one ear
and out the other with minimal resis¬
tance en route. But she is fun to have
in sociology class because campus
gossip goes in both ears and out her
mouth.
Spends most of her time in the
Den because she has convinced her¬
self, having little choice, that college
should be a social rather than intel¬
lectual experience.
But none of this really matters as
she is the proud possessor of a42-2436 figure and she’ll get by in life just
fine. It is possible to form a relation¬
ship with her outside of class. You
will have to make the first move, but
the results will be well worth it.
Barry Bookbinder ’85—Barry
takes
himself
seriously—very
seriously indeed. Spends most of his
time puckered in deep thought try¬
ing to figure out who h e is and
where he is going.

she has been had by the Christian
Establishment.
But don’t worry about Virginia.
She will have her little fling at social
do-goodism, then settle down in her
split-level house, join the League of
Women Voters, go bowling with the
girls on Thursday nights while
Hubby reads to the little ones.
Twenty-five years from now, in
the twilight of our careers, we will
have Virginia’s daughter, same seat,
same time, same mold, and she’ll
wonder why some of the steam has
gone out of the professor about
whom her mother raved so much.
Doris Dog ’85—Oh dear, here is a
tragedy indeed. Miss Dog was born
into wrong society at the wrong
time.
She should have been a Greek.
Brilliant mind, imaginative and
creative. Her term paper could be
published. She is one of those rare
types that makes it a joy to walk into
class.
But she has trouble in class estab¬
lishing eye contact in that she is
cross-eyed and wears bifocals.
Further, she has no style, no
charisma.
So Doris Dog is doomed. She has
the buck teeth and a hairlip with the
result that her comments tend to be
preceded by a curious low whistling
sound which somehow has a disrup¬
tive effect on the discussion.
But try to judge her larger person
and consider her potential. She will
probably get her Ph.D. in entomol¬
ogy from Cornell and spend the
remainder of her unnatural life cra¬
wling around Africa on her hands
and knees in search of a nearly
extinct species of ichneumon fly
know to have been recently seen in

the desolate regions of the Upper
Zambesi.
Mario Hippio ’86—Hair down to
his tummy-botton (which you can
see through the hole in his faded
denim shirt), granny glasses, san¬
dals, the works.
Mario has fascinating connec¬
tions with the political fringes at Ber¬
keley and Columbia, and is trying to
get the SDS off the ground here at
Bates (We need some new furniture
in the coed lounge).
Likes to sit in class and squash
ants with his big toe, but he is not
trying very much. The reason for his
cutting is that Mario has so many
headaches, worrying about povertystricken Blacks and Blacks in the
urban ghettos of our deeply troubled
land, that he has to booze it up on
expensive sour mash whiskey to
purge from his sensitive mind and
the sheer horror of it all.
He sometimes arises early in the
morning to rod it over to the coast
inhis bright red Mercedes SL 300 to
allow the cool coastal breezes to
waft the heartbreak from his tor¬
tured and conscience-stricken soul.
Would love to see more Negroes
at Bates... after he graduates.
Eldridge Cleaver would destroy
him. By that time he will be practic¬
ing law in New York City specializ¬
ing in the legal troubles of the
wealthy.
All in all, an inspiring crew to pull
up up to our best efforts, right? I
hate to flaunt the ethical code which
calls for anonymity on printed docu¬
ments which discuss the competence
of other people, but it will be neces¬
sary to do so in order to have the
results of this research published in
the Lempoon.

Watch Out USFL: Here
Come the GSA Smokers
with an intrasquad gang scrimmage.
And with one quick phone call we
organized an exhibitionism game
with the KKK.
B.S.: Are you satisfied with the
players on your team?
F.A.G.: Well, yes and no. In a
way, my players do satisfy me. But,
on the other hand, I’m not satisfied
with them.
B.S.: Could you elaborate?
F.A.G.: Well, I’m having great
Hide your game jerseys, Philadel¬ difficulty choosing a quarterback.
phia Stars. Shore up your sholder We have two men who really know
pads, Birmingham Stallions. And how to make a pass. I can’t decide
grab your balls and run, Boston who I like better. They’re both so
Breakers. The latest addition to the good. They’ve really been going at it
USFL is the powerful GSA lately in practice. It’s so fun to
watch. They both have their own
Smokers.
The following is an interview con¬ unique abilities.
B. S. . What do you mean by their
ducted by the Bates Student (B.S.)
with the Smokers’ head man, Coach own unique abilities?
F.A.G.: Well, one quarterback is
Felipe A. Grawford (F.A.G.).
Bates Student: Congratulations, having trouble getting the ball down
Coach Grawford, on your accept¬ when he throws it, while the other
ance into the USFL as the league’s can’t seem to get it up.
B.S.: Are you happy with your
newest franchise.
Felipe A. Grawford: Well, thank recruits?
F.A.G.: Well, Fm still looking for
you!
B.S.: Tell me, Felipe, when and a nice tight end. But, then again, ever
where will you play your home since I formed the team I’ve been
games? Will you play them at Gar- looking for one. I currently have my
eyes on a kid out in San Francisco.
celon Field?
F.A.G.: Well, originally we had Wait ’til you see him. What a tight
planned to play our home games at end! And he always plays hard.
Garcelon Field; but we decided it
B.S.: Thank you for your time,
would be a bit chilly outdoors.
Felipe. And good luck to the GSA
Therefore, we’ll play our six home Smokers, the newest entry in the
games at 7:00 p.m. in Hirasawa
USFL.
Lounge on Monday evenings. All
F.A. G.: Well, we realize that there
are invited.
are bigger, stronger teams ahead of
We were
forced
to
us at the moment. However, we’re
cancel our first two games against hoping to sneak up from behind on a
the Virginia Military Academy and few teams, and maybe with a little
Army; however, we were able to luck some other teams will be in the
plug one of the holes in our schedule rear when it’s all over.

Get out the pencils and paper,
UPI, Boston Globe and Channel Six
News. The GSA is in the news once
again. Finally, the GSA has made
the sports pages. Yes, the United
States Football League is expanding
all the way to Lewiston, Maine. It’s
the formation of the first-ever GSA
football team.

Dave in Spots
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EDITORIAL STAPH:
Looks Like Pill Coughford
Good Riddance
ASP Activist
Elitist
Artsy-Craftsy Type
Wants Out

f

Ruff Joy
John Aisleway
Jail Johnson
Dewek “Brad” Anterman
Margrat Oreo
Jean Blue

PRODUCTION STAPH:
Snifs Chemicals to Relieve Tension
“What Page Do YOU Have?
Loves Cutting Out Little Letters
Topai User

Peder Scarpouchi
Merryde Crass
Lisa Catfish
John Slaveman

CORRUPTION STAPH:
Would Sell His Mother to Make a Buck
Does Anything to Sel an Ad
Still Stuffs Boxes

Ari “The Greek”
Sheika Francisca
Kris Rustignan

This irresponsible tabiod publication is published by the Dartmouth Review, and William
Cattan whenever they feel like it, or whenever its that time of the month. But you don’t care about
the Review, Cattan, or this publication anyway. Is anyone reading this mindless garbage? Anyone
who is, is probably a black, double-amp.utee lesbian anywaylf you have any comments about the
Lempoon, you can stick it up Pill's favorite organ, or write to the Bowdoin College UnOrienied,
which is closely related.
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Johnson and Merimack
Planning to Fix up Papa*

Lempoon Test:
Do You Think You’re Gay?
Do you thing you're gay? It’s the coming thing,
so you better get ready. After all, everybody else is.
Take this simple Lempoon Gay Test to be sure .
There’s no sense in being confused about your 7.
sexuality.
1.

2.

Who is your favorite recording artist?
a) Olivia Newton John
b) Rick Springfield
c) The Village People

“It’s Like, I don’t no, I reelly luv
working at a newzpaper, and so do
lotz of otherz, to. But, Ime glad that
I am edater of the nespapper this
year,” said Jail Johnson, the newly
appointed editor of The Bates
Lempoon.
The editorial board of the paper
announced that Johnson and Jimbo
Merimack will serve as editor and
assistant editor, respectively, late
last week.
“Sum have ways with wurdes, and
overs, ah, well, no have way, I
guess,” Johnson said. “Me too,”
Merimack said
The two plan to really clean up the
amount of typos and grammatikal
errurs that appear in the pages of the
Lempoon. In addition, the two edi¬
tors agree that this is a true milestone
during the history of the paper.
“You see,” Johnson added, “I’m a

b) pot"
c) your roommate
Which disease do you most fear?
a) the Flu
b) Herpes
c) Aides

8. When questioned about birth control, do you
say:
a) I’m on the pill
b) 1 let her take care of it
c) No thanks, I don’t need any

Which is your favorite movie?
a) Canadian Acid Rain Films
b) Rocky
c) Making Love

9.

Which of the following do you own?
a) Rubber bands
b) Rubber pants
c) Rubber boobs

3. When you saw Pill in the “fag suit” at the
William Cutdown speech, were you:
a) horrified
b) apathetic
10. Are you planning a vacation in?
c) visibly excited
a) Paris
b) New York
4. Which color best describes your car?
c) San Francisco
a) a ballsy blue
b) a macho maroon
11. Which is present on your drug store shopping
c) a pretty pink
list?
a) toothpaste
5. What sports position are you most attracted
b) shampoo
to?
c) vaseline
a) short stop
b) guard
If you answered “c” to five or more of these
c) tight end
questions, you’re definitely off the wall. You can
start showing up every Monday evening for the
What’s your favorite smoke?
GSA meetings in Skelton (out of the closet)
a) cigarettes
Lounge.

CHEAP will Drink Its Own

Batesboy

It made such a hit last time, we’re gonna do it again...

View from the Top
This BATESBOY Batesmate of
the Week was a real surprise. Pill
Coughford has gone from a small
boy interested in tight pants to a real
gay superstar.

of them pretty.
He would wine and dine them on
the stairs of Hathorn Hall, take
them back to his room and then
whisper sweet nothings in their ears
about nothing.

It all started when he was young
and he dated girls as a joke—some

Our first impression of this guy
was that he was relly drab and that

chick. I am a girl edater; which is
diffarent frum a buoy editor. I will
have mor comapssion with people,
because girlz naturelly are more
emoshinal than men. So, I’m going
too be abul to serve coffee to Jimbo
in additin too my otha chores,”
Johnson said.
“Me too,” Merimack said.
Merimack is only a freshman, so
he has a lot of growing up to do. He
plans to read lots of books over the
summer to learn about the birds and
the bees before taking the responsi¬
bility of the position. “Yup,” he said.
“Itill be fun, fun, fun in the offic.
Their wont be none of that slave
drivingg that Joy and Aisleway put
us through,” Johnson said. “As long
as we haf funn,” she added, I dont
care about the qualitee of, you no,
news.”
“Me too,” Merimack said.

we’d never get him up for something
like this. But we were wrong. All
that’s changed and we’re visibly
excited to bring him to you.
Believe you me, Pill is precious.
And if you don’t believe that, just
read on.
—Joke Oool
Batesboy Editor

The Andre pink champagne was
on its way to Bates for a short term
champagne jam.
But now, after a unanimous vote
of the Chase Hall Committe
(CHEAP) last week, the champagne
will be consumed by committee
members in their rooms.
About a week ago the committee
decided to do something that the
student body might be interested in,
but they quickly repented.
“We were overcome by a fit of
altruism, but we recovered,”
explained CHEAP President Rob
Rabbitears, sitting in his odoriferous
office. “We decided squandering as
usual would work better. We didn’t
want to be stuck with less than $700
a week for our innovative ideas.’
According to Rabbitears, money
was the biggest factor in the commit¬
tee’s decision. Because the campus
population is significantly reduced
during short term, he feels that the

committee should not spend money
then on anything that would be
attended.
“If we thought we’d get a big
crowd from St. Dom’s or Edward
Little we’d offer the champagne at
an open party. We’d probably
charge four dollars at the door and
might have women invite men or
something.”
In addition, CHEAP members
felt there would be too great a secu¬
rity burden if they held an event that
would attract people.
“We’re not used to going to other
groups for money,” added Rabbi¬
tears, “We get more than the rest of
them combined anyway.”
There was some concern with
legal problems earlier this week.
However, becuse the champagpe
could be spilled all over the CHEAP
office, adding to the second floor
odor in Chase Hall, there was no
problem.

Do You Want Blair Dead?
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Burn their house down.
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DO YOU SUFFER from upset stomach, bad
breath, poor digestion, heartburn, heat rash and
indigestion? Ergh.
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If you’ve been reading his “Just Sitting and
Wondering” every week and have been turned off at
every juncture, here’s your chance. Just call us at the
phone number below (toll free) between 9 and 10
p.m. tonight and say “yes” or “no.”

Call: 782-7997
to register your vote
Depending on how you vote, we’ll either keep him or
kill him.
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Art Theses on Display in Treat Gallery
by Margaret Orto
Staff Reporter
Not all seniors working on their
thesis find inspiration in a book.
For eight senior art majors, who
have recently completed a year long
studio art study, inspiration for a
thesis “topic” came from a creative
impulse within themselves. The out¬
come of each individual pursuit is on
display in Treat Gallery through
April 28.
Although the work shown in
Treat Gallery culminates four years
of art study at Bates, most of the
studio art students expressed the
belief that their work does not end
with the show. As one art major
explained, “The work shown in
Treat is part of an ongoing creative
process. Ultimately, an artist’s work
is never done.”
Art students spent the first semes¬
ter experimenting with ideas for a
thesis topic. During the second
semester long hours went into the
creation of concrete works. Of the
year long thesis project one student
felt that “a thesis teaches you how to
work independently.” Another stu¬
dent said, “In working on a thesis,
you’re learning how to become an
artist. Y ou’re not a dabbler
anymore.”
Erica Blagdon has worked with
self-portraits for one and a half
years. Her interest in portraiture
developed into a thesis concerned
with portraits of herself, of her fam¬
ily and of her friends. Originally
looking at Egyptian art for inspriation, Blagdon’s woodcuts and paint¬
ings became more concerned with
profile depiction as the project devel¬
oped. In particular, Blagdon used
eyes as the focal point in her works
because they were something she
had always noticed.
Of her work, Blagdon explains,
“It is absolutely personal and for my
own happiness.”

Dana Professor of Art Donald Lent talks with students at his recent
Treat Gallery opening. Student photo by Scarpaci.
Important aspects of Laura How¬
ard’s still lives were a concern with
contrasts of darks and lights, spaces,
volume and lighting. Using the same
objects over and over, Howard
moved the objects around to create a
“cast of characters.”
As her project developed, How¬
ard became very familiar with her
objects and believes this fact is evi¬

dent in her work. “My first works
are timid. When I became more
familiar with my objects, my works
became more bold,” says the artist.
Pleased with the work she’s done
Howard believes that the “work
hangs together.”
Although Barbara Jolie’s work
was ev utionary, the main thrust of
her figure studies was to express in

Then, once upon another time
there was a boy named Humphrey
Bogart and a girl named Kathrine
Hepburn and they had an adventure
in Africa on The Riverboat Queen.
And finally, once upon the last
time there was a boy named Harri¬
son Ford and a girl named Karen
Allen and they had an adventure all
over the world, because they were
Raiders of the Lost Ark.
But it wasn’t the last time. It seems
that Hollywood movie-makers have
adopted Hollywood televisionmakers’ philosophy that once an
idea makes a lot of money it can be
used over and over again, and the
silly public won’t even notice if they
change the faces! Well, this public
noticed.

High Road to China, starring
Tom Selleck and Bess Armstrong, is
absolutely the most blatant rip-off of
every adventure-romance-comedy
film ever made. The only difference
is that the car chases are done in
airplanes, instead of cars.

In her thesis, Susan Ramee con¬
cerned herself with figures and light.
As her work progressed she found
that “a painting is the unification of
everything that goes into it.” The use
of “paint as a tactile substance as
opposed to just a visual substance”
became central to her studies.
Monoprints and drawings of
nudes were the subjects of Michelle
Smith’s thesis.
Wanting to paint rather than
draw for her thesis, Martha Djerf
studied several artists who “used
light to simplify forms.” By painting
from other artist’s works, Djerf
found that “a lot of problems are
already solved for you.”
The difficulty Djerf found in
working on her thesis was how to
“simplify and limit a palate.” She
explains, “what you leave out of a
painting is as important as what you
put in.”
For all the art majors, their thesis
was a dynamic proces. As one stu¬
dent said, “You start out with a lot of
ideas and changes occur. You don’t
create exactly what you originally
envisioned yet you have to be flexi¬
ble enough to let the changes occur.”

Hugo’s Daughter’s Death Obsessed the Man in Occultism
by Julie Carson
Staff Reporter
“Many people think ohly of Vic¬
tor Hugo as the poet, politician or
artist, but very few people know that
he was also a fervent occultist,” said
Lorena Parada, a senior French and
biology major who just recently
completed her thesis on Hugo as the
occultist.
“He was appalled and mystified
with the thought of death and the
beyond,” Parada said. This obses¬
sion became even more pronounced
after the tragic death of his favourite

daughter, Leopoldine, in the Seine
on September 4, 1843.
Mysteriously enough though,
Hugo, who was on holiday at the
time and did not hear of her death
until September 9, had been very
preoccupied with the idea of death
during those five days. He wrote in
his diary “I had death in my soul”
and “it seems to me that this island is
like a coffin.”
Some years later when Hugo and
his family were exiled from France
and fled to the island of Jersey,
Hugo’s fascination with life after
death formed an integral part of his

Not Even Magnum Gives
High Road to China Redeeming Value
High Road to China, starring
Tom Selleck and Bess Armstrong.
Rated PG. Now playing at the
Lewiston Twin Cinema, Lewiston.
Once upon a time there was a boy
named Robert Redford and a girl
named Jane Fonda and they had an
adventure in the midwest and called
it The Electric Horseman.

different tones of black and white a
sign of life. Stretching black and
white to extreme boundaries, Jolie
found the use of black and white
“very dramatic and just as expressive
as color painting.”
In trying to explain the reason
why she paints, Jolie alluded to
Hemmingway who wrote because
he “wanted to make people feel
something they don’t understand.”
“This thought,” says Jolie, “recurs
in my mind because there’s so much
in the world that we don’t
understand.”
Jolie has five drawings and five
monoprints in the Treat Galery
exhibit.
Margaret Tramotine had an
initial thesis idea that she feels she
has accomplished. “I worked with
form and line in creating negative
and positive space,” explains the
artist. “I learned to use color and 1
made myself learn to paint with
oils.” Previously, Tramotine had
only painted in watercolor. Tramotine’s subject matter is decorative
flowers. “With the flower design I
tried to create bold, dramatic state¬
ments of color and space,” she
explains.

The movie is an obvious attempt
to capitalize on Selleck’s new sex
symbol status brought about by his
very popular T.V. series, Magnum
P.l. I will admit that it was the
thought of Selleck on a forty-foot
screen that first prompted my com¬
panions and I to go see the film.
Unfortunately, Mr. Selleck’s win¬
ning smile and nice body are not
nearly enough to save this film.

Criticism and Comment
He isn’t a bad actor, however, and
he does have some good scenes.
That is, when he is not so busy being
the stereotyped ex-war hero who
now spends his time and money on
being a woman-chasing drunk. A
few good scenes are not enough
when the character is boring.
Bess Armstrong as Eve Tozer, the
heroine of the flick, is also very nice
to look at, but unfortunately the
poor thing can’t act her way out of a
paper bag. Her character is obnox¬
ious, a pain, and one can truly root
for Selleck when he threatens to
“wring her scrawny neck.”
The story is so ridiculous that one
tends to forget how bad the acting or
the dialogue is. While the two are
flying and fighting their way
through Afghanistan, India and
China (get it? High Road to China)
in search of Armstrong’s long-lost
father (ho-hum) they never have any
trouble finding a nice open field in
which to land, and everyone knows
that Buddhist villages nestled in the
hills of Nepal keep large supplies of

airplane fuel on hand. You really
never know who is going to drop in.
And for all you world travelers
who were worried about the lan¬
guage barrier, don’t. High Road to
China makes it clear that ex’eryone
on earth speaks English. Afghan
rebels, Buddhist monks, Chinese
peasants, everbody. Isn’t that just
great?
High Road to China is boring,
bad, stupid, unrealistic, and has
absolutely no redeeming qualities to
justify its existence. Not even Tom
Selleck. And that says it all.
—Lissa Bass

life and became a major source of
inspiration for the poetry he wrote
during this time.
Upon his arrival in Jersey, Hugo
met Mme. Delphine Gay de Girardin who introduced him to supernat¬
ural communication with the
beyond through “turning tables.” At
first Hugo refused to believe her.
Then one night in 1853 she suc¬
ceeded in calling forth the spirit of
his daughter, Leopoldine in his
presence.
Leopoldine told her father she
was well and when asked about her
existence, she told him “to suffer for
the other world.” Henceforth Hugo
believed completely in the spirits and
in the ability to converse with them.
For an entire year, from 1853 to
1854, every night a group of about
12 people (mostly members of the
Hugo family) would gather for these
“seances.” They spoke with a large
variety of spirits, ranging from Sha¬
kespeare to Galileo to Mokiere to
Descartes to Aristotle, and all these
conversations were recorded.
Not all the spirits were those of
famous people. One of the most
influential spirits was “L’Ombre du
Sepulcre.” Many of this spirit’s
expressions and ideas, as noted
down during the seances, can be
found in Hugo’s poetry, especially in
his collection Les Contemplations.
Other important allegorical spirits

were “La Mort,” “La Justice” and
“L’Idee.”
The spirits often appeared in a
very human light as they quarreled
and joked together. One very daring
spirit was “La Dame Blanche.” An
old legend of Jersey tells how this
woman was searching for her dead
child, and on a number of occasions
she spoke at the seances. One night
she told Hugo she would visit him,
and sure enough that night there was
a knock at the door, but when Hugo
went to open it no one was there.
Critics have questioned whether
these seances “were just a projection
of Hugo’s mind,” for various incon¬
sistencies do exist. For example,
Shakespeare told Hugo he’d come
from his tomb to dictate verses so he
could complete his work. When
Hugo asked him whether he wanted
to dictate in English, he replied “the
English language is inferior to the
French,” a statement one must deem
as impossible as having originated
from Shakespeare.
“My thesis tried to point out
parallels and similarities between the
seances and Hugo’s poetry,” said
Parada. Having read a number of
works by Hugo, Parada’s presenta¬
tion was fascinating in that it
revealed a rarely discussed, but very
influential part of the famous
Frenchman’s life.

Orchestra Provides Entertaining Evening
Last Saturday, April 2, the Bates
College Chamber Orchestra, con¬
ducted by William Matthews, per¬
formed in the college chapel.
The concert began with Clarinet
Concerto, a dramatic threemovement selection written by
Mozart during his last year. The fea¬
tured clarinetist was Sarah Adams, a
senior music major.
Poised in front of the orchestra,
Adams displayed fine technique as
she played difficult scale runs.
Throughout the three movements,
the orchestra should be commended
for fine balance and dynamics.
Following a brief pause to reset
the stage, the next selection was
Bach’s No. 5. Written in three move¬
ments. This piece featured Mary
Hunter, violin; Marion Anderson,
harpsichord; and William Mat¬
thews, flute.

The highlight of the first move¬
ment was Anderson’s solo on the
harpsichord. With his light and
graceful touch, he displayed great
dexterity and speed.
The second movement only fea¬
tured the soloists and the audience
could immediately see the enjoy¬
ment of the performers.
In the third movement, with the
return of the full ensemble, the con¬
certo climaxed and was well received
by the audience.
During intermission, the stage
was again reset for the final selec¬
tion, Aubade, written by Francis
Poulenc. This 20th century piece fea¬
tured James Parakilas on the piano.
With a loud, crisp opening fan¬
fare, the audience was prepared for a
dramatic change from the concertos

it heard in the first portion of the
concert. This piece, typical of the
twentieth century, was filled with
changing dynamics, abrupt stops
and syncopated rhythms.
Parakilas, a versatile pianist, was
fluent and appeared to perform with
much ease. Again, the chamber
orchestra should be complimented
as their musicianship was of high
quality.

By the applause of the audience, it
was evident that the concert was well
appreciated. All three selections
greatly contrasted each other which
provided for a full, entertaining
program.
Steve Kates
Chris Burns
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Results will go to Maine Reps

Over 90 P ercent of Students PoDed Endorse a Nuclear Freeze
by Julie Vallone
Senior Reporter

Of the 803 people who cast ballots
in the nuclear referendum poll last
week, a landslide 91 percent voted in
favor of a nuclear freeze, with the
remaining nine percent voting
against the move.
The purpose of the vote, accord¬
ing to Sam Smith ’85, was to “help
the members of the community see
where people stand on the issue, and
to let them know that there is some
solidarity on the question.”
Smith said that 56 percent of the
student body participated in the
vote. He added that he had heard
feedback from students who are
against the freeze, charging that the
56 percent was not a valid measure
of overall student opinion.”
“They feel that the 91 percent was
not a good measure because those
who don’t support the freeze did not
vote. 1 think there might be some
truth to that, but among that
remaining 44 percent, 1 don’t think a
significantly higher number would
vote against the freeze,” he said.

A nuclear freeze, according to
Smith, is a relatively “modest pro¬
posal” in that it is “mutual” both
sides, the US and Soviet Union must
freeze their weapons buildup.

ble to verify how many weapons the
Soviet Union has because they won’t
allow inspections.”
He added that because the refer¬
endum is not asking that the US
freeze independently, it is therefore
“difficult to find an argument
against it.”

“The biggest objection to it is that
a lot of people don’t think it’s possi-

Smith said that in addition to the
Bates community, the Maine legisla¬
tors and the median woulcj also be
informed of the results of the poll.
“We’re going to let the representa¬
tives in Maine know how we stand
on the issue as a school. Then we’re

going to notify the local newspapers
to make our views known to the
Lewiston-Auburn community.
“The legislators are in a position
to influence the administration by
their vote. We’re hoping that they
will take notice of what we’re doing,
and we can influence their decisions.

BC Law Profc Debate Banning Military Recruiters
by Gail Johnston
News Editor

law and poverty at Boston College.
Boston College Law School
banned military recruiters from its
campus because, according to
Upham, “We felt our students
should be evaluated on job-related
qualities and we did not*feel that a
person’s sexual orientation was a
significant factor.”

On the question of banning the
military from the Office of Career
Counseling (OCC), Professor Frank
Upham of Boston College Law
School cautioned that “there is more
than one idea, and if you don’t test
your ideas that leads you down the
path of darkness.”
Upham, professor of administra¬
tive law and comparitive environ¬
mental law, spoke at a forum last
Friday sponsored by the steering
committee on military recruiters.
Also speaking was Arthur Berney,
professor of constitutional law and

Berney predicted that eventually
the courts will declare discrimina¬
tion based on sexual orientation
unconstitutional because “the law is
not a static equality, it was difficult
to keep from including other classifi¬
cations,” such as sex, from this nro-

tection. And eventually this same
protection will be extended to
homosexuals.
On the specific issue of whether
the military should be excluded
from the OCC, Berney suggested a
re-wording of the question to
“whether the university is going to
retreat from its policy of non¬
discrimination ”
And if the college is going to
renege on that policy “in which areas
would it discriminate: courses that
may be taken, parts of the library
that may be used, sports or place¬

ment services."
Berney stated that the college
“must be consistent. It cannot
retreat from that standard especially
to serve an outside interest.
“It’s a question of institutional
integrity, not just of this university
alone, but of all Western universities.
“To accept the army on campus
causes Bates to inflict harm or insult
to a portion of its student body,”
Berney said.
Upham tsaid that if Bates were to
ban the military, it “would be using
(Continued on Page 11)

COMING TfflS SHORT TERM
The Second Annual
Student - Alumni
Phonathons
May 8 - 12
Skelton Lounge

SPONSORED BY:
Outing Club
The Bates Student
Office of Development
Chase Hall Committee
Campus A ssociation
Representative Assembly
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Thousands Flee Flooding in the South
JACKSON, Miss. (UPI)—Flood
aters from more than a foot of rain
surged across the Deep South
Thursday, forcing at least 20,000
people from their homes, closing
more than 100 roads in three states
and cutting communications be¬
tween New Orleans and the rest of
the world.
Eight people died in the floods,
three in Louisiana and five in
Mississippi.
The American Telephone & Tele¬
graph Longline building in down¬
town New Orleans was under 14
inches of water, submerging the vital
switching equipment needed to han¬
dle millions of calls into and out of
the city.
“New Orleans is isolated from the
rest of the world,” said Gail Pur¬
pura, spokeswoman for AT&T’s
long distance service department in
Bedminister, NJ.
Ms. Purpura said one emergency
line was handling one call at a time
between her office and the New
Orleans office.
She said AT&T was trying to set

up!satellite communications in the
city.
“Yes, everything is down, radio is
down, cable is down, telephone is
down. Satellite is the only possibil¬
ity,” she said.
The flooding, triggered by as
much as 16 inches of rain in three
days, swamped the lower halves of
Louisiana, Mississippi and Ala¬
bama, and more rain was forecast
through Saturday.
In
Mississippi,
five people
drowned in the flood, including a
7-year-old girl who was swept away
after she stepped off a schoolbus in
Hattiesburg. Three people died in
Louisiana, all in traffic accidents
caused by flooding.
Louisiana officials said 20,000
people in 12 parishes were forced to
leave their homes, while more than
1,000 people were evacuated across
south Mississippi. About 50 families
were evacuated in southern Ala¬
bama.
At least 61 highways and 20
bridges were closed in Louisiana,
and scores of roads were closed in

Mississippi, turning some town into
islands.
Some Amtrak train service out of
New Orleans was canceled, and
10,000 Louisiana homes and busi¬
nesses were without power.
A sheriffs deputy said 300 people,
or half the town, were evacuated
from Folsom, La., Wednesday
night.
“It’s gone (Folsom). It’s com¬
pletely covered,” the deputy said.
“The Bogue Chitto .went up 11 feet
in a short amount of time. They were
calling for sand bags last night and
then they just said, ‘Don’t bother.’ ”
A supervisor at Slidell Memorial
Hospital in Slidell, La., 30 miles east
of New Orleans, said she walked the
last mile to work in knee-deep water
only to find that two-thirds of her
surgery personnel had not made it
in.
“This is as bad as I’ve ever seen it,”
said Jim Pishon, Red Cross office
manager in St. Tammay Parish. “It’s
the worst ever and it hasn’t stopped
yet.”

Mississippi Gov. William Winter
activated the state’s disaster plan,
and Jackson went on a flood alert,
where officials feared the Pearl
River could flood.
The river was at 34.5 feet in Jackson. Authorities said more than 200
homes in the fashionable northeast
section of the city would be flooded
if the river crests at 38 feet. When the
Pearl River flooded in 1979, 17,000
people were evacuated from their
homes.
Floodwaters triggered bv 13

inches of rain receded in Columbia.
Miss., but all roads into the town
remained closed. The Mississippi
Highway Patrol used two-ton trucks
to haul sandbags to the town.
Waist-deep flooding also reeeeded in Hattiesburg, Miss., were
16 inches of rain fell in three days.
“We’re really having a crisis going
here,” said Buddy Stucky, deputy
civil defense director at Columbia.
“We have water everywhere. All we
can do is pray.”

Law Profc Debate
(Continued from Page 7)
the military as a scapegoat because
of its openness.
“The military says what it does.
Other employers do not. And while
members of the university might feel
hostile towards the military that
should not be the reason to ban
them, the question is how many
other employers also discriminate
without admitting it.”

Upham said he did not see any
contradiction between the college’s
non-discrimination policy and allow¬
ing recruiters on campus, but Berney
said that “openness does not mean
acceptance of their views.
“Theirs is a non-open society, and
the military does not suffer from
financial” restraints which would
prohibit them from setting up a
recruitment office in Lewiston.

Last Newspaper Until Short Term
Today’s edition of The Bates Student is the last of the regular issues

year The stf and editors wid Put
out a special edition during Short
Term_the Commencement Issue

planned for the 1982-83 academic

on May 27.

Coming this Short Term:

Vesipuccfs Pizza Delivery Service
Every Monday and Wednesday
7:30

-

10:30

Beginning May 4

$1 delivery charge
84 Pine Street, Lewiston
786-4535

Its year-round programs of social
service and spiritual guidance give
people from all walks of life direction
hope, inner strength and a chance
fora better future.

mm ANNic s

N% COURT

ST.
CURIO SHOP

TEL. 782-0638 4- AUBURN. ME.

GOLDSMITH'S
SPORTING GOODS

MON-SAT 10-5
SUNDAY 12-5

Gee & Bee Div.

784-4933

THE WORLD

94 COURT STREET
AUBURN

UR CAMPUS

10% discount with ID

BILL DAVIS
SMOKE SHOP
Home of the Ice Cream Parlor
Come in and try our Homemade Ice Cream
including

we feature

-M&M

-clove cigarettes

-Black Raspberry

-Sherman cigarettes
-tobaccos
-cigars
-pipes
-lighters

-Vanilla
-Chocolate
-Orange Sherbert

AROUND THE WORLD:
1983 (Sept. 14-Dec. 23)
Seattle • Kobe, Japan • Pusan, Korea
• Keelung, Taiwan • Hong Kong •
Jakarta, Indonesia • Colombo, Sri Lanka
Bombay, India • Haifa, Israel or Istanbul,
Turkey • Alexandria, Egypt • Piraeus, Greece
Cadi/., Spain • Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a superior
full semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester
experience is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and univer¬
sities.
More than 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.
Semester at Sea admits students without regard' to color, race or creed. The S.S.
Universe is fully air-conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in
America.

This space contributed as a public service.

Downtown Lewiston

786-3627

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh, Forbes
Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in California call
(714) 771-6590).
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Looks LIKE THE RECOVERY IS
FlWALLV ON THE Way/

More than one recovery?
X

\tS 60\VJ6r To TAvKE
MORE THAN ONE

YEAH - oe fAY House, oe my car
and of iay job, for starters

A Look Back
This being the last issue of the
regular year and the short term
column being largely planned
months ago, it is only fitting that we
look back over what has been said in
this space this year.
The thing that will always amaze
me is the number of people reading
this column and being interested
enough, in either a negative ora pos¬
itive way, to offer comment. To all
who have had responses of any type,
a heartfelt thanks.

Scott A. Damon

Honor Code came at the Wrong Time
The Bates College Honor Code seems to
have died a silent death before it was even
born. It would seem that this is just another
case of Bates apathy; but there is more to the
story.
Without hemming and hawing over the
idealistic and practical arguments at hand, we
must conclude that about ten students are
interested in an honor code. The ten authors of
the code are most likely the only ones who
have read the entire text, as well.
The Representative Assembly (R A) Educa¬
tional Policy Committee placed a 12 page
manuscript of the code on the dinner tables for
community exposure as if they were advertis¬
ing a keg party. Unfortunately, dinner only
lasts for about two hours.
The Honor Code is doomed to failure this
year for several reasons. First, it is repetitious,
wordy, and just plain too long. Students have
enough reading to do at the end of a semester,
and the honor code is not required to pass
finals.
Therefore, student apathy is another down¬

fall of the code. Your average Bobcat has not
attended the honor code forums, and merely
glanced over the two honor code installments
printed in this newspaper.
Perhaps this says something about student
reaction to honor codes in general. Could it be
that the honor code system in general is not
taken seriously, and that the Bates version
itself is not the problem? At this time, we are
not prepared to answer the question but it is
one that deserves our consideration.
It was an unfortunate time for the RA to
offer an honor code to the college. It is obvious
that Bates sees nothing earth-shattering buried
beneath the surface of the RA proposal. The
student body is busy; we will have to wait and
see whether time will deliver interest and com¬
mittment to the issue.
Next September, with a fresh, readable and
concise honor code in hand, the RA Educa¬
tional Policy Committee should give it
another try. Only then will the college (and this
newspaper) seriously consider its merits.
—Jon Hall

Looking back over the year three
topics stand out: draft registration,
one much misread column on sex¬
ism, and homosexuality at Bates.
Having typed the list in this order
Sardonic comments aside, I was
and being too lazy to change, we’ll sorry, more than anything else, to
deal with the topics in this order.
contribute unintentionally to the
The first draft column was in early Bates polarization over sexism. I did
September, regarding the Solomon not find this year’s paper (the only
Amendment. Frankly, 1 had hoped one I ever addressed) to be sexist and
to see a little more opposition to the thefore do not retract my comments
amendment on this and other cam¬ made eight months ago that name¬
puses nation-wide. With more con¬ calling only heightens polarization.
cern such a ridiculous idea might not
The sexism controversy left me,
have made it through Congress. It’s personally, in a difficult position,
a lot easier to defeat a bill than to one somewhat analogous to that of
repeal it.
the deans, relative to the GSA.
Draft registration and the While I did agree and do agree with
Solomon Amendment, I think, are the goals of the majority of femi¬
the most important issues that I’ve nists, both male and female, at Bates
addressed all year but, unfortu¬ I found the tactics I addressed last
nately, they are also the ones that fall both counter-productive and
have received the least attention.
insulting. Education leading toward
Simply to pound it into people’s understanding is a better thing than
heads one last time ere we all depart: politics leading toward polarization.
the draft is discriminatory sexually
Finally, we turn to the GSA. As
and registration is for nothing but a might be inferred from my opinions
draft. No one has the moral right to on the draft, discrimination in hiring
tell you who to kill or even to kill is not the only reason I would like to
at all. And, for many (this writer see the military go.
included), there is no moral right to
(Continued on Page 13)
kill.
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Year has Been a Lesson in Values
If anything, Bates students iearned a lesson
about values in 1982-83. The role of values in
the liberal arts was a theme discussed back in
September, 1982 at the 14th Annual Sugarloaf
Conference.
One speaker pointed out at the conference
that “Bates used to be a progressive valueoriented leader, but if we continue to be afraid
to act, we do not deserve to be associated with
the founders of the college.” The speaker was
referring to a tendency in the Bates commu¬
nity at the time to discuss new ideas, but to
never take action on them.
This being the last newspaper of the aca¬
demic year, it is only fitting that we look back
on what has been accomplished this year.
From a newspaper’s perspective, what was
witnessed was a year of growth in a “fertile”
academic setting. Issues were confronted,
many of them controversial, and discussed in a
way that served to enhance the collegiate
learning experience.
Members of the Bates community increas¬
ingly became involved in issues of, among
others, gay rights, peace, draft registration,
nuclear weapons, sexism, abortion, and the
list goes on. Vigorous debates, forums and
dialogue contributed to an intellectual
environment.

reaches the outside media—be it television,
newspapers, or magazines.
And members of the community recognized
just how powerful a spirit of cooperation
could be in mobilizing on issues of concern.
We must agree with Dean of the College
James W. Carignan’s statement that most
importantly, during 1982-83, we functioned as
a college should.
As he stated, “As a college, we have been
guided by principles that define us—openness,
dialogue, experimentation and a spirit of
reconciliation.”
And as we witnessed, our thoughts and
ideas were translated into action.
Expressions of basic human freedoms and
civil rights dominated the dialogue on this
campus. Attempts to shut off that debate
received fierce opposition.
Now, as we look back and prepare for the
Short Term and/or summer that awaits us, we
can say with confidence that we have learned a
very important lesson. And that is that con¬
tinued growth is nurtured through the com¬
mitment of individuals to values and the
cooperation of a community in upholding the
rights of those who wish to express one’s ideas.
The hope of Sugarloaf participants that
ideas would be taken away from the confer¬
ence and translated into action can be viewed
Members of the Bates community wit¬ in the affirmative.
nessed what can happen when a campus issue
-Jeff Roy

The Solomon Amendment enfor¬
ces this morally reprehensible sys¬
tem and does so by means both
immoral and unconstitutional.
First, it discriminates economically.
Men whose parents have a high
enough income need not be worried.
Second, it forces self-incrimination.
And third, it is a bill of attainder,
assuming the aid applicant guilty of
a federal offense until he can prove
his innocence, that he has registered.
With regard to the controversy
over sexism 1 hope we have shown,
through editorial policy and the like,
that, yes, men can believe in
women’s rights too, even when they
work for a college newspaper (Wil¬
liam Cattan notwithstanding).
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The Dairy King of the Dairy Queen Returns
With the calm of summer soon
following behind the academic ten¬
sion of final exams, my thoughts
turn away from Dostoevsky and
Camus and their existential out¬
looks, away from the inherent prob¬
lems of the upper legislative
chambers in democratic countries
around the world, and away from
the movement of surface water
through aquifiers within the earth.

Brian McGrory
My thoughts turn towards the
Dairy Queen.
This summer, you see, I’ll be
spending my days with a necktie tug¬
ging at my throat, running around
sweating like an untamed boar, with
notebook in hand, talking with peo¬
ple about issues they really don’t
know all that much about, then josstling through rush hour crowds to
race back and beat the stringent
deadline set by a merciless editor.
But my nights, my nights will be
different.
When the steamy sun sets sail for
other ports and the humid air is
tinged with a relaxing breeze, that is
when my natural talents will be
again unleashed.
For the fourth straight year I’ll
strive to attain the coveted Golden

Cone Award, given for exemplary
service within the Dairy Queen
Corporation.
Actually, I just lied. I’m getting
carried away within the realm of my
own gastronomic talents. There is
no such thing as the Golden Cone
Award.
But let me hasten to add, and God
strike me dead if I’m beginning to
sound a little vain, if there was an
award I would no doubt win it.
I have become over the last half
decade, many people have told me, a
Dairy Queen Legend in my own
time, an ice cream giant—literally
the Dairy King of the entire
industry.
People drive from distant towns
amidst blazing heatwaves for one of
my strawberry frappes. “You beat it
until there’s such perfect consis¬
tency,” they tell me.
“1 know,” I reply, “I’ve been told
that before.” It’s the truth. What else
can I say.
Dairy Queen work is not merely
labor, it is a craft, left to those who
have risen above scooping rockhard ice cream out of an unsanitary
basis which resembles a cow trough.
Even those with minimal intelli¬
gence and a scarcity of coordination
are able to drive an oversized spoon
into a tub and pull it up again.

But to perfect the intricate process
of topping each Dairy Queen cone
and sundae with a perfectly shaped
curl can be described as nothing but
skilled labor, a form of art, an act of
creation.
I’m beyond mere cones now. I
mastered parfaits—mine look better
than the one on the picture in the
window, I’m serious—with only two
years experience, and requests for
Mr. Misty’s are an insuit to my tal¬
ents. Please, don’t even ask me for a
Coke.
Fiesta Sundae’s, I must say, are
my specialty. In a minute’s time I can
form two perfect mounds of ice
cream, caress them with strawber¬
ries and chocolate syrup, adorn the
whole masterpiece with gentle rip¬
ples of whipped cream, and lightly
sprinkle on crushed nuts.
I’m a professional, what more
need I say.
“May I help you,” I ask the next
person in line.
“I was hoping you were working.”
Of course you were, I’m the Dairy
King, and damn proud of it. “What
can I build for you tonight.”
Brian McGrory is a contributing
editor for the Student.

Enjoying Things as They Were
funny. Do you know what that chair
in my room looks like at 4 a.m.? It
looks like a lion. My desk with that
ugly avante-guard desk light that my
parents bought looks a lot like a
gazelle.
“I was teaching the lion like veget¬
ables when I realized that I was sup¬
“... I don’t know if I wrote you posed the be in the depths of
last week when I was feeling a little depression. What a fool I have been
low, actually it was severe depres¬ lying in bed wishing that I could be
sion. I was upset because I couldn’t somewhere else, free from my stupid
run, walk,or even stand and look wheelchair and I actually could.
1 had discovered how to be free,
out the window.
everything
depends on how you
“In addition to my usual mental
approach
it.
For example the other
suffering another friend of mine had
day
I
was
waiting
for the bus and I
taken it upon himself to dump all of
knew
that
I
was
going
to be late. I
his major problems on my
caught myself getting all tense
shoulders.
“You know how when I get like because I was going to be late.
that I can’t sleep and I lie in bed
“Sometimes 1 am an ignorant
awake. Well this particular night it
was about 4 a.m. and all I wanted fool. I was already going to be late,
was to be somewhere else. (I was so what difference was a few minutes
desperate that the city dump would going to be, and why was 1 sitting
have been fine.) I kept getting more there waiting and making myself
and more frustrated all, I wanted to tense.
“All day I had been waiting for a
do was scream.
“Then an amazing thing hap¬ chance to sit down and think. So I
pened. I began to notice how the sat and thought. Before I knew it the
lack of light in the room made all of bus had arrived and I was on my
the furniture in the room look way.

Last week a friend of mine who
has recently been confined to a
wheelchair wrote me the most won¬
derful letter. With her permission I
have decided to reprint it here as my
column. She writes:

James Gleason

I feel so smug. I can make any¬
thing a good or bad experience
depending on how I choose to look
at it. Suddenly boring things are
relaxing and hectic and “nerveracking” days are exciting.
“I used to spend so much time
wishing that things were different
that I never bothered enjoying
things as they were...”
Thanks Susan.

Ode to Dear Old Bates
Have you seen the posters around
campus announcing a contest for a
new Bates college song? The contest
offers $100 to the person who writes
the winning lyrics.
1 saw the signs and immediately
thought, “I could certainly use some
cash these days.” But it was a fleeting
thought, replaced by, “Oh, they
want to hear about green rolling hills
and how we’ll always be faithful to
our dear old Bates.”

Jenny Levison
This new thought offended me,
somehow.
But then I was struck by a fasci¬
nating new thought: If one is willing
to take risks (and pass up the chance
at $100) the field is really wide open.
How about a reggae college song?
Bates graduation would be rock¬
ing to the tune of:
Bates love, oh—
Bales love
l wanna love Bates with you
Bates love, oh—
Bates love
I’ll keep on loving Bates ’til
I’m through
Oh—Bates love, etc.
The lyrics are manageable, and
the tune is practically non-existant.
Simple. But it’s too radical, right?
Bates isn’t ready to acknowledge its
Rastafari influence.
Alright then, I have an alternative
suggestion for those of you who tend
towards the traditional: a Gregorian
chant:
Re-qui-em ae-ter-nam
Ba-tes-ies
Bo-na eis Do-mi-ne
el lux per-pe-tu-a lu-ce-at e-is
Rest eternal
Batesies
Grant the Lord
And light eternal shine upon
them

I hear the complaints alrea¬
dy... “I’m an econ major—I can’t
speak Latin!” “We don’t want a mix¬
ture of religion and academia here.”
“It sounds too morbid, who’s going
to have fond memories of a chant?”
So I offer you my third and final
option. Th§ posters say that Bill
Matthews is going to set the piece to
music, right? And his main instru¬
ment is the computer, right? And
you’ve heard his compositions
before, right? (A Dream Play, for
example) And we’re in the late twen¬
tieth century, right?
So let’s be realistic:
Sometimes
I go to Chase Hall
and
there are lines
of people waiting to eat:
Like masses waiting for
the firing squad
Only no
blindfolds
Sometimes
I go to the library
and
there are books
And they are read
and brown and blue and
open.
Sometimes I do
Sometimes I don’t
Sometimes
I love
Bates
... bunkbeds
green... rolling... hills. ■ ■

Well, these are my three sugges¬
tions; I have no more to offer. And
though I realize that my chance of
winning the $ 100 are slim, I sure had
a good time.
Jenny Levison is a Student
columnist.

Just Sitting and Wondering
Blair Hundertmark
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Letter-Writer Harassed by ASP.

To the editor:
Since my endorsement of A.S.S.
People T-shirts I have been con¬
stantly harassed by two members of
the A.S.P. in the juvenile form of
writing the word “Fag” next to my
name on the Concierge work
schedule.
This letter is a public announce¬
ment of my intent to press legal
charges of harassment, slander and
defamation of character against
these two A.S.P. members, if these
attacks do not cease.
It seems that my letter upset these
two individuals and I have a few
ideas as to why. .
The Alliance of Sick Segregated

135 •

People, of whom I represent, has put
forth its stance on the current issues
at Bates, publicly. We are not hiding
behind our T-shirt sales since it is
through our T-shirts that we plan to
gain campus sympathy and support.

The T-shirts themselves are a
strong statement and ought to be
viewed as such.
Through our venomous logo
anyone and everyone should be able
(Continued on Page 14)

A Look Back
(Continued from Page 12)
This column is already running
long, so I will try to be succinct. The
college claims not to discriminate
against homosexuals. The military
openly does. This is a blatant
inconsistency.
If nothing else, however, the GSA
controversy has shown all those who
bear an anti-homosexual bias in

their true colors. Bright red with a
white snake.
If you won’t be here for short term
(and even if you will be), take it easy,
don’t take Bates too seriously and
hey, let’s be careful out there. It’s
been fun writing for you.
Scott A. Damon is a contributing
editor of the Student._
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The Impact ofSexism Causes Many Problems
To the editor:
Thatcher, Queen Elizabeth 1, Queen
As a point of departure, I would Victoria, Indira Ghandi, Gold Meir,
like to thank Mr. Gleason for the and Emperor Wu, to name just a
compliments he paid me in his few.
column published in last week’s
Examine, if you will, the patriarpaper. 1 do not feel it is necessary to chical
role
models—Womyn:
correct said author’s opinions where mother, childbearer, housekeeper—
they are apparently misguided. He Man: soldier, statesmen, scientist.
surely has a high opinion of himself, Remember, these are archetypical
as do we all.
images inherited from tradition.
Ironically, 1 see the faintest traces
These role models are becoming
of understanding surfacing in the increasingly irrelevant as time goes
words of this letter. I am not entirely on. In a way birth control is a major
sure if the author is aware: sexism advance in human evolution. For
and nuclear weapons are not a the first time in history womyn have
laughing matter—ask Johnny Car- the technology to protect themselves
son.
from the laborous burden of child¬
The issue of sexism is very com¬ bearing. This of course imposes of
plex. Unfortunately, it is so perva¬ new structure on our thought.
sive a problem, most people cannot
We can no longer assume that
grasp its root significance. I am not womyn are intended for the sole pur¬
even sure 1 am all that secure in my pose of childbearing.
own understanding of the root
My discussion here of birth con¬
significance.
trol is made in full awareness of the
The point is that we are now fac¬ alternative technology of birth con¬
ing a group of threats to our viability trol: it was and is possible to prevent
as life forms. Nuclear weapons pregnancy by removing oneself
threaten us with extinction. Envir¬ from the presence of men. Men
onmental pollution poses a similar don’t like this because they like to
threat.
keep an eye on womyn to be sure
Extinction means the death of they stay out of trouble, (as it were).
death. Extinction does not mean Men are thus seen as overseers shap¬
doith; every living thing dies. ing families and states. There is
Extinction means the death of life.
really no need to reiterate how
Now I must raise a question. Did nuclear missies fit into this scheme.
the dinosaurs know they were going
Extinction is another issue. For
extinct? (Hypotjietically speaking, if those who have not been paying
humans realized that they might go attention, I have argued in a pre¬
extinct if they did not do something vious letter how nuclear war threat¬
fast, do you think they would act?) ens us with extinction. I have no
Now 1 am not so naive as to need of restating that argument: if
believe I am writing in a vacuum. 1 you wish to take issue with it please
am well aware of the academic resis¬ refer to Jonathan Schell’s The Fate
tance people have to understanding. of the Earth.
The reader might wonder what it is I
Indeed, how does extinction fit in
am saying.
with sexism? Sex is um...what!?
There are self-evident structures Look at the root. Sex. 1 don’t need
of reality that do not respect the bor¬ to tell about the birds and the bees,
derlines of nations, time, religion, do I?
race, or academic disciplines.
In the past the tendency to assign
That is, not only biologists under¬ roles to men and womyn may have
stand biology. I would venture that been logical. In periods of war, it
most life forpis understood biology, might have been feasible for men to
else they would not exist.
fight and womyn to protect the
When 1 say that nuclear weapons children.
are a problem that arise due to the
The tendency to value one role or
impact of sexism on behavior and behavior over another in terms of
society, many people surely object. gender distinction is absurd, it is not
They object merely because they do logical. There is not way that war¬
not understand.
fare is more important than child¬
They do not understand because bearing. It should be obvious what
their minds have been trained to would happen to war without
work by isolating bits of informa¬ children.
tion into categorical files. This train¬
Politics are likewise not more
ing in and of itself is not bad, it is important than childbearing. The
necessary.
inherent function of politics is to
Unfortunately, the problem is provide a safe and continued exis¬
that these categories become static, tence for people; children,womyn,
prohibiting thought transfer. Thought and men.
transfer might otherwise be called
The above paragraphs attempt to
creativity.
redefine the problem of sexism. Role
Now, if I were to say biology, sex¬ assignment is less at issue than the
ism, nuclear weapons, history, value system that is superimposed
extinction, it would appear that on it. True, womyn bear children for
there was no connection between nine months. Untrue; malethose words aside from the fact that important-dominent-power-definithey occur in the same sentence tive definer... etc.
together.
That is enough for now on the
They also occurred in my mind in topic of sexism.
that connection and the reader just
I would like to propose to the stu¬
absorbed them in like terms. There¬ dent body at large the possibility of
fore there is a connection. There is a some structural changes in campus
connection between the threat of life. The argument in favor changing
extinction7 posed by nuclear wea¬ certain aspects of our environment
pons and sexism.
goes like this:
The most obvious connection is
If we agree that there are some
seen in the fact that most govern¬ serious problems facing humans
ments are dominated by men, both that must be dealt with, then we
in numbers and in theory. The must adopt some means to deal with
implicit assumption has been that these problems. These problems are
womyn (sic) are incapable of per¬ not by any means new. In the past
forming the tedious nitpicking bor¬ attempts to deal with the problems
ing tasks of government. Why men have not succeeded, and in the case
are better fit for this job has not ever of nuclear energy and pollution have
been established.
only made things worse.
Nor is the assumption that
Therefore there is something
womyn are incapable of running wrong with the methods we use to
government accurate: Margaret solve our problems. Here we enter

the realm of politics. I have two
suggestions:
1) That the campus organiza¬
tions using outmoded systems of
political procedure abandon them
and actively seek out and adopt new,
more effecient procedures.
2) That there be a regularly
scheduled forum in which campus
organizations openly state their
positions on issues and publically
interact with one another (i.e. The
Bates Republicans and the New
World Coalition might discuss their
respective positions on inequality or
pollution and politics.
In order to increase campus
awareness effectively, this event
should be regularly scheduled so
that different organizations get an
equal chance to present their case or
cases.
1 do not believe a debate format
would be entirely productive due to
its diverse nature. Open discussion
seems more viable. Bates, being and
up-and-coming middle class institu¬
tion, should be wiling to seek new
ideas and methods. Especially since
Bates is never going to rate with a
Harvard or a Yale on the basis of
traditional academics.
This brings up an interesting point
which I considered putting in
another letter but decided to give the
editors a break. The honor code that
Bates is now considering is insidious.
I seldom make such strong state¬
ments so 1 will definitely clarify my/
position.
Let us isolate the phrase “I have
neither given aid nor received assist¬
ance.” I realize that this phrase refers
to the taking of exams and like “aca¬

demic” exercises. I am indebted here
to Mr. Evans’s letter of two weeks
ago.
Let us assume for just one minute
that in order to enter heaven, you
were required to sign the above
statement. You are being asked to
pledge the tantamount of an
unchristian statement. 1 can say that,
and I am an atheist.
This school’s problem with honor
is rooted in its approach to competi¬
tive grading. Your brain is right now
locked in mortal combat with every
other brain on this campus. You
therefore are entirely responsible for
not letting anyone know what you
have learned because it might give
them an edge in the competition.
Of course, when times get tough
everyone tries harder; we all want a
job you know. Cheating occurs
when people believe it will give them
an edge in the competition. The
honor code will not solve this
problem.
And another thing, what about
the maturity of the faculty. How
many proposals have come up on an
honor code for faculty? “I pledge
that 1 have neither perjured nor sub¬
jectified my grades.”
1 proposed that if the school
wants to improve the honor
amongst the student body, it should
do so in its administrative ranks. I
also suggest as a step in this direction
that the faculty be required to take
courses in modern secondary school
education so they can learn how to
teach and give fair tests.
I imagine that at least 75 percent
of the faculty have no idea how to
test the validity of one of their tests.

As a stark indication of the problem,
let us for a minute examine the state
of chaos the administration has
allowed its most important depart¬
ment to fall into.
I am referring to the Education
Department. There are three profes¬
sors in the department; one is on
sabbatical, one is primarily a psy¬
chology teacher, and the third is
doing all the work. The new admin¬
istration policies requiring cluster
fullfillments make it virtually impos¬
sible to be certified in education for
the state of Maine. Why?.
Because in order to be certified
you need to achieve a full major
requirement and get five courses in a
minor subject area. Along with a
cluster requirement this becomes
nearly impossible. This is a liberal
arts college. It is apparent that the
administration wants to turn it into
a business institution with contracts
and honor codes.
Yet with-all of that it does not
even have the guts to face its own
failure to fullfill its responsibility to
the community at large in terms of
educating people who will then go
out and educate people who will in
turn go to college. “Given nor
received assistance” my aching
back!!!
In conclusion, I would like to
make a statement concerning my
interpretation of the history of polit¬
ics. Apathy breeds fascism. Agreed,
laughter is the best weapon, as Mark
Twain once said. Oh, and did you
hear the one about the scientist who
trained a frog how to jump? Adieu,
Brian Lipsett ’83

A S.P. Members have Harassed Writer
(Continued from Page 13)
to clearly see how bigoted and dis¬
criminatory our organization really
is. Come on now Bobcats, the
Blacks (Afro-Am), the Jews (Hillel),
the Gays (G.S.A.) and the women
(Womens’ Awareness) are just get¬
ting too uppity on this homogene¬
ous campus. We must stop them and
show them who is superior in the
natural order of life.
Can anyone believe that there
actually was a Passover Seder on
Bates campus last week? The AfroAm ran another successful party?

Womens’ Awareness had a slide
show about lesbians?
Not to mention the uproar caused
by the G.S.A. asking (ridiculously)
for equal rights?

So everyone heed the call of the
A.S.S. People and continue to be
afraid of people different fromyour-^
selves. Continue to fight against
equality for all men and women.

Lastly, I ask the members of th
A.S.P. to come out of the closet and
put their views forth publically. The
A.S.P. can’t possibly rival the A.S.S.
People since they all believe in
Ronald Reagan and we know that
Ronny is far too liberal for the
proper uptight socially acceptable,
gun-loving, God-fearing nation that
we all love so much.

For only by keeping the minori¬
ties in their places, below the rest of
us, will the American family survive.
Remember our motto: Life begins
at conception and ends at birth.
Support the A.S.S. People. Make
America safe for bigotry, discrimi-,
nation and the pursuit of racism.
Carl D. Zelnick ’84
ChairMan A.S.S. People

Cabning the Academic Environment

To the editor:
The concluding weeks of any
Bates semester produces careless
skim-reading alongside frantically
written papers, all within a back¬
drop of the encroaching and omni¬
present “finals.” Academic pressure
prevails and, consequently, the edu¬
cation is lost.
The irony present in this educa¬
tional institution never ceases. I hear
few discussions about the topics or
subject-material of papers, but
rather interchanges about how
many papers one has to write.

The atmosphere is predominately
academic, yet predominately unin¬
tellectual. Many courses independ¬
ently add to this phenomenon with
an emphasis on memorization and
and regurgitation, rather than on
individual and creative thinking.
Students themselves hover in awe
before the God of the cumulative
grade-point average, satisfied that
this immortal scale mirrors intellec¬
tual ability.
Student columnists offer keep
smiling formulas and insights such
as “aware men” don’t cry or
complain.

It is with cynicism that I observe
this growing obsession with clus¬
tered clusters and theoretical
themes. What is truly liberal about
Bates is everything that exists out¬
side the academic structure, that is,
the excellent music concerts, panel
discussions, poetry readings, Goldston events, etc.
What is restrictive about Bates is
the excessive academic moulding
which stifles creativity, appreciation
and the desire to learn.

How often have I wanted to say to
a professor that I enjoyed his or her
lecture and desire to read this and
that book, but that it seems so, so
hard to be motivated when every¬
thing is forced on you. And they, like
us, don’t have the time to sit around
over coffee and chat.
Perhaps that’s where the answer
lies, in unstructured totorials?
Simon Arlidge ’83

Feminist Fortnight Footrace at Colby
To the editor:
The fifth annual Colby College
Feminist Fortnight Footrace will be
held on Sunday, April 17.
The race was unofficially the first
all-women’s race in the state, and we
hope to make this year’s field the
largest yet. The hilly course is three
miles long and includes both road
and trail running.
Women may choose to partici¬
pate either individually or as part of
a three-woman relay team, with
each member covering one mile. The
race will start at Colby’s fieldhouse

at 12:00 nooni registration and
number pick-up will take place
before the race, between 10:00 and
11:30 a.m.
All runners will recieve a Feminist
Fortnight T-shirt to commemorate
the event. An entry fee of $1.00, pay¬
able at registration, will be charged
to help defray the cost of the Tshirts.
Celebrate the coming of spring
and run!
Barb Schwendtner
Box 1317
Colby College
Waterville, ME 04901
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Cattan Just Another Piece of Fruit in a Fruit Stand
To the editor:
This letter derives from a lunch
conversation with a couple of
friends on the topic of the white male
perspective and its consequences on
society. The catalyst for this conver¬
sation was Bill Cattan, the editor of
the Dartmouth Review, who came
to Bates and spoke last Monday
night.
In Mr. Cattan’s speech he dis¬
cussed the need for abolishing
women’s and black studies as separ¬
ate disciplines and incorporating
them
under
the
traditional
curriculum.
Mr. Cattan is a conservative and a
defender of the status quo. He feels
that the only reason these depart¬
ments were developed in the first

place was for political and not ideo¬
logical reasons. He feels that these
departments are a waste of time and
the money Shved by not having them
could go to enhancing the classics,
which everyone, in his opinion,
should study.
Mr. Cattan suffers from what I
would call the W.A.S.P. syndrome;
a syndrome that much of Bates Col¬
lege suffers from. That is we are
influenced in everything we do by
white male philosophy. Our history
is from white males. Our whole cul¬
ture is white male. We are the
essence of white male beliefs and
ideals.

This is not necessarily bad but, it
has serious manifestations i.e., we
come to believe it as the correct phi¬
losophy and the only philosophy. It
is not the only view of the world, and
it is not inherently correct as we are
often lead to believe. It is just one
side of the coin or a piece of fruit in
the fruit stand.
By incorporating women’s and
black studies courses under the tra¬
ditional departments they are forced
to adopt the white male ideology. It
does not give them the freedom to
approach the topics of discussion in
the manner they felt best suited.

The product of education is
knowledge and knowledge is only
gained via the exploration of all
sides of an issue. If Mr. Cattan’s
ideas are developed the quality of
education will not be seriously
diminished.
The ideas I have presented are not
liberal or conservative—they are
common sense. Let us work to
become balanced and truly educated
individuals.
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Thus, having women’s and black
study departments helps present the
other side of the coin without the
tainting by white male ideology.
By presenting all of the sides of the
coin, we gain a fuller understanding
of the topic, and that is what educa¬
tion is all about. Just as much as it
takes several pieces of fruit to make
up a fruit stand, it takes several sides
of an issue to make a more whole¬
some understanding.
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Sociology major Johnna Major
’84, and chemistry majors Beverly
Ruf ’83 and Kathleen Sheehan ’83,
have each received significant
awards in their respective fields.
Major won her award by submit¬
ting a paper on student movements
at Columbia.University in 1968 to a
regional conference, sponsored by
Providence College. Her paper was
accepted, without revision, and then
she was asked to present it to the
conference on March 26.
At the conference, Major learned
that her paper was one of only 16
papers chosen for presentation. In
addition, Major lea ned that she was
one of only four students who
received honorable mention for
their works.
Although she did not win any
money for her efforts, Major said
that “the honor is in having the
paper accepted.”
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The paper was entitled Confron¬
tation at Columbia, and was based
on Neil Smelser’s Theory of Collec¬
tive Behavior. Major plans to exam¬
ine student protest movements on a
national level for her thesis project.

This is it! You’ll either pass—or
fail. You’ve either learned it—or
you haven’t. And then again, a
quick cram before the exam may
be in order.

Ruf and Sheehan were selected
for their awards by an unanimous
vote of the Chemistry Department
faculty, according to Prof. James
Boyles. The two awards are annual
ones which are given to two seniors,
who demonstrate “outstanding
scholastical achievement, leadership
and character,” Boyles said.

Send for Sam’s! It’s food to
stimulate thinking pizza on freshly
baked dough. Italians on rolls that
were baked today. The extras
range from anchovies for your I.Q.
to mushrooms for motivation.

Ruf was chosen for the American
Institute of Chemists award. This
award entitles her to a free member¬
ship in the Institute for one year.
Sheehan won the Merck and
Company Inc. award, and will be
presented with an embossed copy of
the Merck Index, which is a useful
reference book published by the
company.
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Call Sam’s. For 2 bucks delivery,
the whole dorm can cram with
Sam’s. We'll deliver between 4 PM
and 11 PM.
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Coming This Short Term:

Cats crush Middlebury in opener;
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Nesbitt and Boyko take honors
By Bryant Gumbel

stantial early lead in the first
half and play Middlebury to a
Sports .Editor
standstill in the second to
Led by a powerful running emerge with a 31-14 score.
attack which refused to be de¬
nied, the Bobcats opened their
In many ways, the match
’69 football season with a vic¬ was a testing period for the
tory at Middlebury last Sat¬ Bates squad and from all indi¬
urday afternoon. The Cats cations the tests were passed
managed to open a fairly sub

A Special Report on One of Bates’ Finest
As Bryant Gumbel finished up his senior year at Bates College, it’s doubtful
that he had any idea he’d become one of the college’s most famous graduates.
But in June, 1970, Gumbel graduated and turned to the matter at hand. He knew
that he wanted journalism, but did journalism want him?
Well, the rest of the story is common knowledge. Coming in our Short Term
edition, we’ll profile the man, and try to decipher the difference between the
Bryant Gumbel as Sports Editor of the Student, and the Bryant Gumbel as host of
NBC’s Today Show.
Watch for our Special Report Friday, May 27.
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